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Fibrosis .. . neurosis . •• psychosis ... 
sclerosis! They might all sound the same, 
but Inter-Fraternity-Sorority Council 
spent a good deal of time implementing a 
dance marathon to benefit M.S. The 
dancers entered this 50 hour event full of 
energy and hoping to raise money for the 
cause. However, after two days of danc-
ing, childhood games, and frolic, they 
were exhibiting some unusual symptoms. 
Freud said it best: " You seem to be suf-







One day a friend and I were driving into town when we 
saw two outrageously beautiful girls walking along the 
road. In a moment of inspiration we pulled over to the 
side and asked, "Where's the Partyl" They hopped in the 
car and when we wowed them, they wowed us back. 
Though we never found the Party, we at least felt that we 
were pointed in the right direction. 
Later on, without our passengers, the two of us turned 
down a street we had never seen before and parked in 
front of a small tavern. We started to go in, but a bouncer 
appeared and said that we needed proof. We produced 
our driver's licenses, yet they were not sufficient. "This is 
the Existential Pub," he said. "In order to enter you have 
to prove that your life is meaningless." My friend began to 
do a waltz though there was no music and complained 
bitterly that his non-existent partner was not keeping up. 
Meanwhile, I put on my high school ring and broke the 
bouncer's nose. 
We were then escorted inside and, to our amazement, 
the room had neither no one nor nothing in it. I ordered 
a dry martini and my friend ordered an olive. 
Reflecting on those two girls and our search for the 
Party, my friend pensively asked if we could ever find the 
one and only girl for each one of us. 
"Certainly," I said, "I've found several already." 
"But I want the one and only! I want to find the 
ultimate; the Truth!" 
"Have you tried looking in a manholel" 
"No; only Sherman is in a manhole." 
"Then is Sherman the Truthl" 
"But isn't Sherman deadl" 
"I really don't know. Have you checked every man-
holel" 
tlNo I haYen't," answered my friend. "Have youl" 
"Well, no, I haven't - Oh Wow!" 
"Oh Wow!" repeated my friend. And then we cut out, 
this time driving with our feet. 



























and things that go 
bump in the night 
A big publicity drive left many people 
wondering what "Bump" was. Even after 
viewing Casting Hall's production of "And 
Things That Go Bump in the Night," many 
people were still wondering what it was. 
Called a heavy, futuristic, weird and 
unique psychological drama, "Bump" was 
about people and their fear of the unknown. 
Or perhaps it dealt with man's inability to 
triumph over evil. 
At least one knew not to go out too late, 
or the thing that went bump in the night 








On October 16, Tubes played to 
an SRO crowd in the Union Social 
Hall and pulsated the audience with 
bizzare music and a stunning stage 
show. 
Some people called it an abnormal 
concert, but most agreed that it was 
unique. 
october 16, 1975 
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Commuter Daze, held during the week of Dec. 
3-6, was sponsored by Commuter Council to pro-
vide "something to appeal to every student". 
This included cultural exhibits, human interest 
features, and entertainment. Among the many 
events were movies, live music, a student art 




november 17, 1975 
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goodtime folk festival 
september 14, 1975 
44 
The Eighth Annual Goodtime Festival is 
underway! The sun is peeking through the 
douds. It's going to be outrageous! 
Aztec-Two Step, David Amram, Paul Siebel 
and Breakfast Special. 
... 
I Let's move closer together, it's geHing crowded. "I'm just walking on air!" It's a little colder now. "Maybe Humpty Dumpty jumped 
instead of fell - we'll never lell." It's really 
getting cold out here! Play "Highway Song" 
before we freeze. 
45 
46 
chatman and miller 
coffeehouse 
47 
The World of Lenny Bruce, a one man dramatic 
show starring Frank Speiser came to Buffalo State on 
September 16. By using some of Bruce's original 
material as well as recreating many of his gestures 
and mannerisms, Speiser kept the audience in an 
almost constant uproar. 
The first part of the play was a typical comedy 
routine which Bruce might have performed at any 
night dub date. After a five-second intermission, 
the second half dealt with Bruce waiting to see a 
tribunal of judges to plead for a reversal of his ob-
scenity conviction. Here, Speiser portrayed excep-
tionally the mental anguish and emotional turmoil 
which Bruce felt throughout the legal and personal 
battles which destroyed his life. 
Ralph Waldo Emerson once said, "To be great is 
to be misunderstood." Lenny Bruce mayor may not 
have been great, and he mayor may not have been 
misunderstood; but he certainly was funny. 
48 
speiser as lenny bruce 

































Commuter Council is a busy 
organization providing services for 
all students. Under the chief instiga-
tion of Barney Ruppley (alias Barney 
RuppleyJ, Director of Commuter 
Services, the Council runs the Sub 
and Soda for $1 program, free coffee 
during the mornings, and a variety 
of special events. In addition, they 
also work on such concerns as the 
parking problem and dealing with 
F.S.A. 
Contrary to rumor, they do not 
own the Student Union. 
The Record staff puts out the school news-
paper entitled, appropriately enough, The Rec-
ord. They attempt to demonstrate the old 
axiom that if God were a newspaperman He 
would truly be worshiped by all. (Though God 
did indeed surpress certain accounts from the 
original version of the Bible, we must still 
remember that He is Omnipotent and like any 
good reporter, knows absolutely everything.) 
71 
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In a recap of the 1975-1976 year, the Women's 
Recreation Assoc iation had all of its teams out there 
f ight ing to bring glory to Buffalo State's fema le ath letic 
teams. Under the auspices of Athletic Board, the Asso-
ciation prov ided a variety of teams including Field 
Hockey, Fencing and Swimming. Those who have had 
contact with the Association have said that it provides a 
worthwhile experience for individuals seeking competi-
t ive athletic experiences on an inter-school level. 
Field H ockey 
The women's field hockey team had a nine game 1975 
schedule. Opponents included U.B., Houghton, Os-
wego, and Brockport. Losing four of six games by one 
goal and the remaining games ending in a tie proved 
to be disappointing. little depth on the forward line 
resulted in the lack of scoring power, but on the other 
hand the strong defense kept Buffalo State in conten-
tion du ring theseason. 
Volleyball 
The volleyba l l teams recorded an even 7-7 record and a 
second place in the Big Four Championship. As the 
caliber of competitive volleyball improved throughout the country, 
Buffalo State has been no except ion. 
Fe ncing 
The women's varsity fencing team for 1975-1976 was led by the re-
turn of All-American and team captain, Rosemary Filk. Team co-
captain, linda Watts, holds the caree r record for victories by a Bu f-
falo State fencer. Top flight competit ion, injur ies, and inexperienced 
substitutes made '75-'76 a tough year for touches. 
Te nnis 
The tenn is team proved to be winners in 1975. Coming on strong 
at the end of the season, they captured the Big Four Championship 
with tournament victories over U.B., Canisius, and Niagara. The 1976 
season should prove successful with all team members returning. 
Swimming 
A new sport emerged for the women this year, competitive swim-
ming. Competing on a club basis, the major objective was to be 
exposed to a competitive situation, and improve individual times. 
Both objectives were met. Next year a full schedule is planned and 
the outlook for success looks bright. 
Gymnastics 
The '75-'76 season record for the women's gymnastic team was not 
a winning one, but the gymnasts gained valuable experience. The 
high caliber of women's intercollegiate gymnastics in the area pro-
vided with much keen competition. This was the first year of compe-
tition for the entire team. So the future looks bright since all team 
members are returning . 
Bowling 
The women's bowling team finished 
the season with a 3-3 record for dual 
meets and high placing in invitat ional 
tournaments, as well as the NYSAIAW 
State tournament. Pat Johnson had high 
average for the season. 
Basketball 
The 1975-1976 Women's Basketball 
team was the most well balanced team 
in State History. Having a tough sched-
ule, the young and inexperienced 
team shows great promise fo r the 
future. Coming on strong at the end 
of the season placed them as first seed 
in the Big Four Tournament. 
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If: Hookworms, Sleeping Sickness, Malaria, 
Bursitus, Consumption, Mononucleosis, 
Trichinosis, Scajacquada, Diphtheria, Hay 
Fever, Hepatitus, Typhoid Fever, Polio, etc., 
etc., etc. were all invented by the Creator 
6,000 years ago -
Then: 





"A fool's brain digests philosophy into 
folly, science into superstition, and art 




"You have heretofore found out, by my teachings, 





"and if i repent of anything, it is .ery likely to be my 
good beha.ior." 
-henry david thoreau 










"Many times I'Ye love(J, 
And many times been bitten. 
Many times I've gazed 























a.laduca, c. mcclellan 
pi kappa rho 5. chiz, k. wassman, r. riopelle , d. ganser 
b. lanning, d. brown, z. nowak, u. tendies, n. prince, c. zebrowski 
112 
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row 1: m. donahue, a. smolin , m. smith. row 2: r. riopelle, r. braun, e. wa rdle, j. caldwell , k. strapason, t. stewart. row 3: d. ganser, j . mollo, j. 















row 1: j. egan (advisor) , c. balling, Co haack , b. pleban, c evans (president), j. glane (secretary·treasurer), d. rosati (v ice-p resident), m. 
wakshull, m. o rzech. row 2: l. na ve, k. hughes, k. toney. 
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row 1: c. millner, m. korzekwa, p. rai sglid , m. molfese, j. sorta , s. lin, p. laska . row 2: i. cohen, r. drozdo wski , p. arber, i. ilme t, 
d. heuse r, j. kwasnik , m. saunders. 
row 1: k. yackinous, e . wardle, s. schwarz, m. fleet, v. modesto . ro.w 2: e . smith, a 
genecco, j. lards, k. cline. row 3: m. dorsey, g. sherack, g. we rcthelme r, m. stapell, 
s. martin, j. barnett. 
inter-residence council 
SUCB's chemistry club is an organization es-
tablished to aid students in many aspects of their 
college life. Largely a social organ ization suc-
cessful in relieving "scientific headaches", it 
programs various activities whose purpose is to 
join together both the students and facu lty from 
the department. 
Through the years it has initiated several pro-
grams to aid students with their academic life. 
It provides a tutoring service available for all 
chemistry students, schedu led tours to various 
chemical plants to acquaint the students with the 
prospective job markets and provides an oppor-
tunity for its prospective chemists to join the 
American Chemical Society. The club is always 
open to new ideas to represent the interest of 
its members. 
117 
· ,. urman, n. pogensky. row 2: f. z , . ross. 
row 1: c. leevan. row 2; m. hegna, j. braun, j. mollo. 
wscb 
The campus radio 
station, WSCB, 620 
on the A.M. dial 
provides students 
with a diversified 
format of shows to 
listen to. Radio 
Drama, Radio De-
bate and News fea-
tures supplement 
their Top 40 and 
Progre ss ive pro-
grams. 
120 
row 1: g. me namara, m. so rensen, b. abramson, j. andrao, s. gru sk in , d. sa viet. row 2: b. kanner, 
a. stumwasser, L grossman, b. sp iegel, r. kittay, s. ullman, I. urban, s. li s, d. ciampichini. row 3: p. 
con ley, m. powers. row 4: g. small, p. bas he, l. no rton, I. kaufman, j. bodie, I. geba uer, e. earon, 
r. arnay, m. hilczmayer. 
row 1: j. pecdek. row 2: m. pollack, d. eassa, m. mamo, s. rizzo, d. lucci, r. cary, c. crawfo rd . row 3: j. wandling, s. zall, 
a. edge, s. gree nho lz, s. horwitz, d. durante, j. benson, p. kurzer, w. simon, m. spJann . row 4: p. hourihan, m. dupra, 








row 1: r. salgado, w. ortega, n. franco, s. noral, o. santana. row 2: y. morales, m. calderon, m. 
casellas, j. humphrey, d. perez, d. ash. row 3: r. bishop, m. carabal lo, k. boos, m. brown, j. chandler, 
e. john, s. asc ienzo. 
,'SYIVA.t 






A.E. l. is an organ ization of 
students interested in promot-
ing the identity of Spanish 
speak ing students on campus 
and to widen the appreciat ion 
of anyone interested in the cul-
ture of Latin-American people. 
For the third consecut ive 
year, A.E.l. sponsored its highly 
successfu I Festival Latino, an 
impress ive array of artists, 








Student Union Board 





kets, and a cool office 





The Black liberation Front 
Board seeks to represent and pro-
vide activities for the Black popu-
lation and other minorities on 
campus. Their activities include 
co-sponsorship with other groups 
on convocations and concerts, a 
Black Christmas drive for under-
privileged families, and a Black 
Arts Festival held in the spring. 
124 
row 1: g. jenkins. row 2: m. lee, r, white, p. brooks, a. alston, j. balkum. row 3: 
s. bowens, j. walls, f. ford. row 4: a james 
row 1: b. cleaver, j. slopka, p. kilburn, k. clancy. row 2: r. simpson, s. russel, k. meaney. row 
3: h. davis, d. merkel, m. taylor, r. cogliandro, I. bucia, Llerncr, m. boies. row 4: m. fitzpatrick, 
L sayers, k. murphy, t. kraus, c. de stefano, f. estrow, p. schoer, t. group. 
• casting 
hall 
CASTING HALL: sponsors plays, 
dance symposia, and other events 
connected with theatre for the enter-
tainment and education of the enti re 
campus community. 
Unofficially, we are better known 
for our parties after dress rehearsals, 
parties after opening nights, parties 
after strikes, and our Manhattan Trans-
fer album. Needless to say, we like 
what we do. It shows by our lack of 
sleep, our matching cums of 2.0, and 
our ability at 3 a.m. to convince people, 
hanging lights since 8 p.m. , to join our 
organization. We share ideas, frustra-
tions, and any unguarded lunch bag 
found in the office. Contrary to rumor, 
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For about the past thirty-five years or so Buffalo 
State has been fielding a soccer team. Throughout 
the years these teams have had various records and 
has produced All-American players. Players such as 
Cal Kern, Tom Allen and many others including 
Randy Smith. 
If there was any season that could be considered a 
disappointment, it was this one. The team started 
off with two wins and then lost a very well played, 
key game against Akron. Another reason why this 
was a disappointing season was because this was the 
first year of the Big Four in which we finished last. 
We hope that when this highly talented team ma-
tures in attitude and skills they will play the type of 
ball they are capable of playing. 
128 
kawuta sesay, captain 
I 
joe jackson, captain 
During the 1974-75 season, the Buffalo 
State Basketball Bengals had a disappointing 
year due to injuries and a tough schedule. 
(Tough schedule: playing teams better than 
you.) 
This year, however, they are among the 
top-ranked schoo ls in NCAA Division II, 
and have a strong chance to make the play-
offs. Great depth among the starters and 
bench have enabled the Bengals to over-
come key injuries and graduations. 
row 1: m. machado, assistant coach, b. eison, d. ourllcht, J. jackson. captain, t. borschel, head coach. row 2: b. fitzgerald, r. reese, m. paolollo, h. 




Another one of Buffalo State's well bal-
anced athletic teams, the Track team also 
competes well against both local and 
regional opponents. In deference to some 
people on Long Island, track is indeed 
another difficult sport requiring gruelling 
practice in events such as running and 
jumping. 
row 1: r. hauck (coach), a. faison, r. brown. row 2: t, hoca, s. la motta, j. o'b rien. row 3: g. masterson. row 4: j. bondra, c. merkle, r. bland, 




The perennially powerful Bengal Oarsmen look for-
ward to another successful season despite the loss of 
their clubhouse through a recent fire. In the nine 
years of existence, they have never had a losing sea-
son and have won the New York State Championships 
three of the last four years against such formidable 
foes as Fordham, Ithaca, lona, st. Johns, Canisius, 
etc. Also, the crew has been ranked nationally in the 
past few years at the Dad Vail regatta in Philadelphia in 
the lightweight division placing well against other Col-
leges and Universities. Good luck to crew this season 
and we look forward to see the winning tradition kept 
here at Buffalo State. 
J 
row 1: d, fie lding, j. grisante, g. ray, d. bloch, k. quackenbush, c. sii a, r. robbins. row 2: n. coto, m. hess, b. tevens, e. schwendle r, b. timmel, r. 




row 1: d. crawford (captain), k. urbanski. row 2: c. milicia , m. morahan, r. scheu, p. rosello. row 3: s. davis, m. ciafoni. 
134 
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Your college experience at Buffalo State can be 
the start of a never-end ing intellectual journey, 
even though there may be an occasional detour 
or delay. The College has helped furnish directions; 
you must determine your destination. 
Open Road, the theme of this year's ELMS, con-
notes freedom. But no freedom is limitless; there 
always are some restrictions. To know what freedom 
is in our society, we need a guide. 
What better guide to use than knowledge - from 
books, from teachings, from experiences, from 
associations. There is no su bstitution for improving 
the quality of life than knowledge used intelligently 
by educated, compassionate people. 
As you travel, it is my hope that the skills you have 
acquired at Buffalo State will improve, your curiosity 
will be stimulated, and your intellect nourished . 
Keep an open mind as you travel the open road, 
ignoring the bumps. Say what should be said and do 
what has to be done. 
138 
E. K. Fretwell, President 
James Young, Vice President, Finance and Management 
Thomas Quatroche, Vice President, Student Affairs 
Silas Molyneaux, Executive Assistant to the President 
7 
Glenn Nellis, Assistant to the President 
William Sturner, Vice President, Academic Affairs 
139 
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t- to., Director, Residence Life 
Ed_nd Michallld, Director, Collese food Services 
144 
la!ph w.-, Dean, Graduate Studies and Research 
Helen Walle, Director, Human OppOrtunities 
co.y Vidlen, Director, Financial Systems, F.S.". 
John Kennell, Director, Student Activities 
Joyce Fink, Director, Publications and Special Events 
Sarantos Yeostros, Director, Student Health Center 
'i 
Brian Cole, Coordinator, Environmental 
Health and Safety 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































iJonce, someone said something nice about me 
and, all undeserved though i knew it to be, 
i treasured it there on my heart's deepest shelf 
by honestly making an effort to be 
the nice thing somebody said about me!" 
helen lowrie marshall 
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"the dream precedes the deed and 
even though the dreaming goes too far 
no one is hurt by reaching toward a star. 
and if the dream fall short? a little fall 
is better than no dream, no deed at all 
.•. dreams are really windows of the 
mind." 
-helen lowrie marshall 
220 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































tom kratus sue rosso 
renee riopelle 
234 
lu ann picardi 
mollo 
~,,'x;lnn ra kuwik 
janet crain 
... .. ;.I II 
-
daryl goldman 
this committee reviews and selects students to be 
named in who's who among students in american 
universities and colleges. the following candidates 
for this honor have proven themselves superior 
throughout their college careers in the fields of 
leadership, scholarship and campus community 
service. they are most definitely a credit to the 
buffalo state college camp,,~. 
-lynn a. richards 
chairperson, who's who committee 
235 
ABER, JACK A.; Buffalo, NY, Secondary 
Ed.-Social Studies •...... 182 
ABLES, JOSEPH JR.; Lackawanna, NY, 
Sociology, Criminal Justice, NYPIRG, Cross 
Country, Track .........• . .. 182 
ADAMCZYK, EDWARD; Buffalo, NY, His-
tory, Newspaper, Radio, Touring Club, 
Polish Club ........ ....•. 182 
ADAMEK, CAROLYN; Stockbridge, NY, 
EI. Ed. . ........... . ..•. 210 
ADAMS, LULA JEAN; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed. 
...•...•. .. . . •. . . 210 
ADAN, AHMED; Hargeisa, Somalia, CJ 
......... . ... . ... 182 
ACRO, DIANN; Buffalo, NY, Economics, 
CBS, Economics Honor Society .. . .182 
ALAIMO, JANE; Rochester, NY, HOfCR-
Social Work . . . 0 • • • • • • • • • .148 
ALESSI, CYRIL; Buffalo, NY, CBS, American 
Marketing Assoc. •........ •. 148 
ALLEN, MARY Eo; Huntington Sta., NY, 
Comm. Media, RECORD, USC .168 
ALSPECTOR, 
Biology 
RUBINi Brooklyn, NY, 
.202 
ALTER, SUSAN; Monsey, NY, EI. Ed.-
Spanish ext., RA . ...•...••.. 210 
ALTSCHULER, MYRA; Oceanside, NY, EI. 
Ed., Hillel .. ..•..•.•..•.. 210 
AMAKER, HENRY FRANK, III; BuUalo, NY, 
Comm. Media, Intra murals . . . ... 168 
ANGElO, fRANCIS, X.; Glens falls, NY, 
EI. ...........•. . . .. •. 148 
ANSELMINI, PETER: Cold Spring Harbor, 
NY, Comm. Media, Record, WSCB .• 168 
ARMOUR, ROBERTi Dunkirk, NY, CJ, 
Judo-Tai-Chi . . • . . . • • .. 182 
ASHER, RANDY; Kailua, Oahu, Hawaii, 
CJ . .. . . . . . ...•...•.•• 182 
ASHLEY, EILEEN; Levittown, NY, Art Ed. 
.. . ..•..•... . ..•.•.. 168 
AUBRY, RONALD, G.; Hamburg, NY, IT 
..•..•..••.... . ..... 148 
AUGUSTINE, DARLENE: Rochester, NY, 
Ex. Ed.-CD, Kappa Della Pi, NSSHA .210 
AUTEN, AMY; Rochester, NY, EI. Ed. .210 
AVELAR, SANDRAi Syosset, NY, Ex. Ed. 
CEC, Phi Beta Kappa . . 0 • • • • • •• 210 
AYLWARD, SUZANNE; Watertown, NY, 
Design ..• ... ...... .. • . . 168 
BACH, THOMAS; Niagara Falls, NY, EI. 
Ed •.. .. •......•...•.. . 210 
BAGAR, ANN; Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed.-MR, 
Kappa Delta Pi, CEC . . . . . . . . .. 210 
BAHN, LINDA A.: Kenmore, NY, EI. Ed., 
English, Kappa Della Pi Recording Secre-
tary, A Cappella Choir 0 •••• 0 ••• 210 
BAILEY, MARTIN J.; Syracuse, NY, CJ, Rec. 
Board Treas. . . • ..... . .• 0 •• 182 
236 
senior directory 
BAKER, RUSSEL W.; Tonawanda, NY, CJ 
· ......••..•...... . . 182 
BALKO, LOIS c.; floral Park, NY, EI. Ed. 
· .. . .•...........•.• 210 
BALSDON, PAnl K.; Buffalo, NY, Geosci-
ence, Geoscience Club Sec., Student Rep, 
to Geoscience FdCUlty, Geosciences State 
Ass't. . .....•......•. 0 .202 
BANAS, RON; Buffalo, NY, HDfCR .. 148 
BANDINELLI, CARMEN; Buffalo, NY, ISM, 
Assoc. for Computer Programming .. 148 
BAPST, PAUL; Blasdell, NY, CBS, Consum-
er Action . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 148 
BAR MASH, LOTTIE; Flushing, NY, EI. Ed. 
· ....••.•.......•..• 210 
BARNARD, ELIZABETH; Olean, NY, Home 
Ec. Ed., Phi Upsilon Omicron, Kappa Della 
Pi, Intramural Volleyball, Home Ec. Club 
Student Rep. . . . . . .148 
BARNES, MICHAEL; 
Epoch, NYIA Assoc., 
Buffalo, NY, lA, 
Intramural Sports 
...... . .• 148 
BARSUCH, PATRICIA; Mex.ico, NY, Diet-
etics, Ping Pong, Jogging, RA ..... 148 
BARTON, PAMELA; Batavia, NY, EI. Ed. 
· • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .210 
BASTIEN, ROBERT E.; Derby, NY, CBS .................... 1. 
BATTLE, SHELlA; Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed. .210 
BEAKMAN, SHARON; Lockport, NY, EI. 
Ed. . ...••....•........ 211 
BECKMAN, MELISSA: Buffalo, NY, Art Ed., 
RECORD, STRAIT, ELMS, Who's Who Se-
lection Committee ••...... .168 
BEED, GLADYS; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed. . .211 
BELLAfAIRE, MICHAEL; Williamsville, NY, 
History ...... . .•..... . . . 182 
BELOKUR, ALEXANDER; Sidney, NY, Sec-
ondary Ed.-French .•... . •.... 182 
BENNETT, SUSAN; Groton, NY, Ex.. Ed. 
· ......•.....•...... 211 
BENSON, SANDRA; Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed.-
CD ................... 211 
BENWARE, DAWN; N. Tonawanda, NY, 
Biology, Kappa Delta Pi, un Dpnlal Wives 
• ................... 202 
BERARD, DEBORAH; Niagara Falls, NY, 
Secondary Ed.~French •. . ..•... 182 
BERGREEN, ELLEN: Yonkers, NY, Art Ed., 
Leevz, F.risbee team ........•. 168 
BERSHAD, BRUCE STUART; Plainview, NY, 
Ex. Ed.-MR, Kappa Delta Pi, football, 8as-
ketball, Softball, Volleyball and Bowling 
Intra murals, Student Council, RHJ Officer, 
CEC .•.........• . ..... 211 
BIELMEIR, LISA: N. Tonawanda, NY, Ex. 
Ed-MR, Kappa Delta Pi ..• 211 
BINDER, MARCIA; Bronx, NY, Ex. Ed-
MR ..•...••... . ...... 211 
BLAIN, MARY; Elnora, NY, Ex. Ed-MR, 
Kappa Delta Pi, CEC '" ....... 211 
BLAKE, DAVID; Brockport, NY, IT, Techni-
cal Student Assoc., Society of Manufac-
turing Engineers . ........•. . 148 
BLANCK, SUSAN; Buffalo, NY, Social 
Work, Phi Upsilon Omicron, Student Wel-
fare Committee, SCA TE, Social Workers 
Club . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . .148 
BLUE, JOSIE; Buffalo, NY, Biology ., .202 
BOClARSKI, JAMES S.; Cheektowaga, NY, 
Comm. Media, Phi Eta Sigma, Record 
......•........ 168 
BOGNAR, PETER; Tonawanda, NY, ET 
· •...•..•....•...... 148 
BOHNEBERG, MARYj Buffalo, NY, Ex. 
Ed. . ..• . •..•..•.•.••.. 211 
BOLLIN, CAROL; Napanoch, NY, Art Ed. 
· ...•.............•. 168 
BORDERS, GLORIA: Buffalo, NY, HDFCR, 
SEEK, Honor Roll, Student Aide SEEK .149 
BORMANN, DEBRA E.; Valhalla, NY, Diet-
etics ............. . .... 149 
BORYSIK, DUANE: Tonawanda, NY, foods 
& Nutrition Management ....... 149 
BOSCH, SHIRLEY; Kenmore, NY, EI. Ed. 
· ...... . ........•... 211 
BOSSELER, MARY; Lockport, NY, Anthro-
pology,Anthropology forum ..... 183 
BRADY, PATRICIA; Manhasset, NY, Psy-
chology, Legal Aid Clinic ....... 202 
BRANDEL, SHARON L.; Cheektowaga, NY, 
EI. Ed. . .........•. . •... 211 
BRAUN, ROBERT; Hempstead, NY, IA 149 
BREWER, ELIZABETH; New Hartford, NY, 
EI. Ed, Phi Theta Kappa, Kappa Delta Pi, 
Concert Band, Volunteer Tutoring Pro-
gram ..•... 0 ••••••••••• 211 
BREWER, KATHRYN; Lockport, NY, En-
glish, Record, Leevz, Commuter Council 
· ... . ...•........... 183 
BROCK, CAROL; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed. .211 
BROOKS, DAVID; Niagara Falls, NY, Social 
Sciences ..... . ••...•.. . • 183 
BROWMAN, DAHN; Fort Plain, NY, Art 
Ed. . ..............•... 168 
BROWN, CARL R.: N. Tonawanda, NY, ET, 
Electro/Mech., IEEE, NCCC Alumni Assoc. 
· .•....•. . .......•.. 149 
BROWN, JUDSON; Buffalo, NY, Art Ed., 
Kappa Delta Pi, Golf Team, Intramurals, 
Athletic Board .. ...... . .... 168 
BROWN, KAREN; Tonawanda, NY, Ex. Ed. 
· ....•... . ..•...•... 211 
BROWN, KATHLEEN M.; Perrysburg, NY, 
NFS .................. 149 
BROWN, LUCILLE; BuUalo, NY, Comm. 
Media, Black Drama ..• 0 ••• • •• 168 
BROWNE, MAUREEN; Kenmore, 
Home Ec. . .....• 
NY, 
.149 
BRUGNONE, I. DAVID: Hamburg, NY, 
Speech Arts~Brocasting, Intramural Floor 
Hockey, Co~Ed Football, Orientation Com-
mittee, SAS, Summer Orientation . .. 168 
BUDA, LOUIS; Coram, NY, ET, Casting 
Hall . .. .•......... . ... 149 
BUDDE, DONALD; Amityville, NY, Adver-
tising Design, Intramural Basketball & 
Football, Fencing Club, Bowling Team 168 
BUKOWSKI II, NORBERT R.; W. Seneca, 
NY, EI. Ed, Student Teaching Rep .... 211 
BUNTIN, LAWRENCE: Brooklyn, NY, CJ, 
Judo Club .........•..... 183 
BURNGASSER, JUDY; Tonawanda, NY, 
MR, Intercollegiate Basketball & Volley-
ball, Badminton, Basketball, Volleyball, 
Pres., VP and Sec. of WRA, Athletic Board 
Vice Pres. . .....•........ 212 
BURNS, ALAN; Hamburg, NY, Sales and 
Marketing, Rugby Pres. and Captain .149 
BUTlAK, SHARON; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed. 
· ................... 212 
BUTLER III, ROBERT: Montrose, NY, lA, 
Deputy Direclor of Ambulance Corps 
· .......... ...•.. ..• 149 
CACAVAS, SELENE ALEXIA; Buffalo, NY, 
Social Science .......... .. • 183 
CALDERON, MIGUEL A.: New York, NY, 
CJ, AE-l, Pres., S.A., R.A •.•• ... .. 183 
CALDWELL, CHERYL: Marcy, NY, EI Ed. 
· . ..........•••..... 212 
CAMERON, KATHY: Cheektowaga, NY, 
HDFCR, WRA .......•... . . 212 
CAMPBELL, EDMUND; Buffalo, NY, Social 
Sc ience ................ 183 
CANDLENA, MARY 10; N. Tonawanda, 
NY, EI Ed. . .......•...•.. 212 
CARBONE, STEVEN: Buffalo, NY, Comm. 
Media, USG, Orientation Volunteer, Soft-
ball, Volleyball, FSA Board of Directors, 
ID Card Distribution .......... 169 
CARLINE, MARY; Grand Island, NY, Art 
Ed., Ski Club .... . ..•• . .... 169 
CARMEN, DOROTHY: Niagara Falls, NY, 
EI Ed ..•.•......... ... .. 212 
CARROLL, THOMAS; Syracuse, NY, CJ 
· ...........••...... 183 
CASELLAS, M. MILAGROS; New York, NY, 
HDFCR ...•... .149 
CASHMORE, SARA; East Aurora, NY, 
HDFCR ... .... .149 
CASSELMAN, SUE; Kenmore, NY, Math 
· .•.•. .... ...... .... 183 
CASTILLO, BOLIVAR ANTONIO: Panama 
3, Panama, Geology, International Affairs 
Board, Geology Club ..•...... 202 
CATANZARO, ROBERT; West Seneca, NY, 
CJ ... ...•.. .. .. •..... 183 
CAVANAGH, SUSAN; Depew, NY, Thea-
tre, Casting Hall ......•..•.. 169 
CHARLES, DEBORAH A.; Westfield, NI, 
Art Ed., Gymnastics Club ... 169 
CHERUBINI, ROBIN; Mt. Kisco, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-CD ...•.•.......••.. 212 
ClCATELLO, ANNAMARIE; Buffalo, NY, 
Political Science, legal Aid Clinic ... 183 
ClCATELLO, MARY JO; Williamsville, NY, 
EI Ed., Kappa Delta Pi ..•..•.. . 212 
CIRILLO, J. DONALD; Niagara Falls, NY, 
IA . ......•........... 150 
CLARK, MARIELLEN; Erie, Pa., Comm. 
Media ........... .... .1 69 
CLARK, PHYlliS; Buffalo, NY, EI Ed ... 212 
CLEAVER, ROBERT: West Seneca, NY, 
Speech Arls-Brocasting, Casting Hall, Cast-
ing Hall-Treasurer, Casting Hall-Vice-
President, WSCB .. . .....•... 169 
CLERC, SHIRLEY J.: Williamsville, NY, 
CJ •...•.......•....•. 183 
CLINE, KEVIN W.: Riverhead, NY, ET .150 
CLINE, MARGARET: Binghamton, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-MR, CEC .••........... 212 
COATES, MARILYN; Niagara Falls, NY, 
HDFCR ...•...... . ..... 150 
COGAN, BETH; Plainview, NY, Art Ed., 
Dorm Council Publicity Chairman, Bad-
minton Club . . . . . . • . .169 
COHEN, IAN MICHAEL; Buffalo, NY, 
Chemistry, Chess Club, Chemistry Club, 
Ski Club, Veterans Association, Hillel 
· ................... 202 
COLEMAN, JANET DENINE; Buffalo, NY, 
Comm. Media, SLFB .......... 169 
COLLINS, JANE: Tonawanda, NY, Biology 
· .. .... . .... •..•.•.. 202 
COLLINS, THOMAS PAUL; Watertown, 
NY, Art Ed. . .......•..•... 169 
COLLORD, PATRICIA LYNN: Grand Is-
land, NY, English ••••........ 183 
COLOSIMO, ROSEMARY A.; Buffalo, NY, 
Ex. Ed.-CD ......•.... . .•. 212 
COLVIN, BARBARA: Niagara Falls, NY, 
CJ ....•.••...•...•.•• 183 
COMBS, CINDY; Freeport, NY, Biology 
· ......••.•.....•... 202 
COMELLA, KATHERINE; Jamestown, NY, 
Home Ec. Ed., Bowling Team, AATT (Tex-
tiles Club), Home Ec. Club-Treasurer 
· ••........•..••.... 150 
COMER, MARY ELIZABETH; PiUsford, NY, 
Ex. Ed.-LBD, Campus Crusade for Christ, 
IVCF .........••.. . ...• 212 
CONLEY, PHILIP MICHAEL: Buffalo, NY, 
Theatre, Casting Hall, WSCB ...••. 169 
CONWAY, PATRICK; Kenmore, NY, IT, 
Soc. of Manufacturing Engineers, Technol-
ogy Student Assembly, Intramurals .. 150 
COOK, GAIL; Cheektowaga, NY, Ex. Ed.-
CD, Kappa Delta Pi ..•...•... 212 
COOPER, BONNIE; Synder, NY, Comm. 
Media, Record, IVCF, Della Chi Omega 
· .. ... .•..•. . ....... 169 
COOPER, MARY JANE; N. Tonawanda, 
NY, EI. Ed. . •.. . ......•... 213 
COOPER, 
HDFCR 
SHElLEY, Tonawanda, NY, 
.150 
COOPERSMITH, LAURIE; Pearl Harbor, 
NY, Ex. Ed.-LBD, Kappa Delta Pi . . .. 213 
CORCORAN, GERALD; Buffalo, NY, IA 
Ed. . ........ ..... ..... 150 
COSTANZO, ANITA; Niagara Falls, NY, 
Italian, Folk Dance, IVCF ... •... 184 
COSTELLO, ROBERT; 
Political Science .... 
Lancaster, NY, 
.184 
COTE, DEBRA: W. Chazy, NY, Ex. Ed.-MR, 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Bowling, WRA 
Board, Intramurals, Athletic Board .• 213 
COULADIS, CLEOPATRA; Williamsville, 




. ..... 213 
COWE, JUDITH; Sanborn, NY, Ex. Ed.-CD 
· ..•...•..... . ...... 213 
CRAIG, TIMOTHY: Greenlawn, NY, Biol-
ogy ••• .••••.••• • • •••• 202 
CRAIN, JANET; Brooklyn, NY, EI. Ed., AHB 
Pres., Who'swho in American Colleges 
and Universities .•... ...•... 213 
CRANDALL, STANLEY: Falconer, NY, CJ 
· .. .. .....•......... 184 
CRAPA, CATHLEEN M.: Depew, NY, Ex. 
Ed-CD .... .•.... ......• 213 
CRAWFORD, CHERYL: Poughkeepsie, NY, 
EI Ed . .. ...•......• . .... 213 
CRAWFORD, DEBORAH A.; Grand Island, 
NY, Secondary Ed.-Math, Cheerleading, 
Athletic Board-Secretary ..•... 184 
CREEDON, KATHI: Utica, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO .........•.....• .. 213 
CROWELL, TODD DAVID: Wantagh, NY, 
Art History . ••.•........•. 169 
CUNNINGHAM, DEBORAH; Boston, NY, 
Art Ed., Kappa Delta Pi ....•• . .. 169 
CUSYCK, JEFF; N. Syracuse, NY, Engineer-
ing, Society of Manufacturing Engineers-
Treasurer • ...... .. .. ..•. 150 
CUTLER, LESLIE BETH; Albany, NY, EI Ed., 
Dorm Representative ... . ..... 213 
CZECH, ROBERT: Perth Amboy, NI, Sec· 
ondary Ed.-English, Record ...• .. 184 
DABROWSKI, DONNA; Huntington Stat, 
NY, Ex. Ed.-CD, National Student Speech 
& Hearing Association ......... 213 
DADDARIO, ROBERT E.; Searington, NY, 
lA, Ski Club .•. .. ..••..... 150 
DALTON, BETH ANN, Valley Stream, NY, 
Ex. Ed.·MR, Swim Club, Newman Move-
ment, CEC •..........•.. . 213 
237 
DANAHER, PAMELA M.; Lindenhurst, NY, 
CJ/Secondary Ed.-Social Studies .... 184 
DANAHY, MARY; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed., All 
College Choir ............. 213 
D'ANGElO, PATRICIA; Kenmore, NY, 
HOFCR ..•............. 150 
DANIELS, DENISE; Blasdell, NY, Political 
Science, Staff Coordinator Legal Clinic 
· .•.• • •.....•... . ... 184 
D'ANTHONY, DAVID; Buffalo, NY, Sec-
ondary Ed.-English/Literature, Academic 
Honor Society, Buffalo State Crew ... 184 
DARLAK, DORIS, N Tonawanda, NY, Psy-
chology ..............•. 202 
DAUGHERTY, JOYCE M.; Kenmore, NY, 
Pol. Science ..... ......... 184 
DAVIDSON, JOHN; W Seneca, NY, CJ, In-
tramurals, Ski Club, Ski Racing Team .184 
DAVIDSON, SUSAN; Syracuse, NY, Ex. Ed.-
CD, IRC Rep. . ..•......... 213 
DAVIS, CANDICE; N Tonawanda, NY, En-
glish ................. . 184 
DAY, DEBORAH; Commack, NY, Ex Ed-
PH •••••••••••••••••• . 213 
DEANGELIS, ANTHONY, Little Falls, NY, 
Cornm. Media, Softball, Intercity Tutor 
· .•........ . ......• . 169 
DEAR, STEPHEN; Lima, NY, Criminalistics, 
Ambulance Corps ....•.•.•.. 169 
DEARTH, STEPHEN; Milford, Conn., Sales-
Market Management, AMA-CoJ. Chapter, 
Goll ....•....•........ 150 
DE GROAT, MELINDA; Brockport, NY, 
Home Ec. Ed ......••...•... 150 
DE LAUBElL, CAROL; Brockport, NY, 
Home Ec. Ed., Gamma Sigma Sigma, Home 
Ee. Club •••.• . •....•.... 150 
DEMElO, TEREZINHA; Brasilia, Brasil, 
Art ..••........•.••... 170 
DENT, EliZABETH, Ransom"ille, NY, EI. 
Ed. . •.•.• . ..•.•....... 214 
DEORIO, JANET; Rotterdam Jcl., NY, Food 
Ser"ice Management .......•. 151 
DE PIERRO, CAROL; Niagara Falls, NY, 
Secondary Ed.-French ......... 184 
DE RUBES, PAULA; Niagara Falls, NY, EI. 
Ed., Kappa Delta Pi .•......•.. 214 
DEVINE, DAVID; Lockport, NY, EI. Ed. 
· .•••.....•.•.....•. 214 
DEYOE, GREGORY, Au Sable Forks, NY, 
ET ..........•....... . 151 
DIBBLE, JACQUELINE LEE; Perry, NY, EI. 
Ed., Ski Club, Geology Club, Student Act 
· .... . • .. .. . •......• 214 
01 ClOCCIO, LlAj Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed • . 214 
DICKINSON, GARY; Kenmore, NY, IT, 
Veteran's Club, Automotive Engineers 
Soc. . ...•••.•..•...... 151 
238 
01 GIUlIO, JOHN: N Massepequa, NY, lA, 
Intramural Football .. ' •.•.•.•. 151 
DININO, NANCY L.; Rochester, NY, CBS 
• ... ..... . .......... 151 
DINKI, LORI ANN; Buffalo, NY, Dietetics, 
Intercollegiate Volleyball, Badminton 
Club, Fencing Club, ATCH .....• 151 
DITCHIK, CARRIE; Island Pk, NY, HDFCR 
. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. .151 
DIXON, ALLIE; Buffalo, NY, HDFCR .. 151 
DOMNITZ, ELLEN, N Merrick, NY, Ex Ed-
MR, Kappa Delta Pi, CEC, AHB .214 
DOUGLAS, STEVEN; Williamsville, NY, 
Math •• .. ..•..•........ 184 
DOWD, MARY JO,: Kenmore, NY, Psychol-
ogy •••••.•••••••.•••• 202 
DOYLE, DONALD fRANCIS; Portleyden, 
NY, IT, Pres. Soc. Manufacturing Engi-
neers, Tech. Students Assy Sec. & Curricu-
lum Committee, AMA . •.... .•. 151 
DOYLE, KATHY; Lockport, NY, Comm. 
MediCi ..... ... . ....... . 170 
DRAPO, DEBBIE; Tonawanda, NY, EI. Ed-
English, Kappa Delta Pi, Cheerleading .214 
DREYFUSS, EILEEN,: Valley Stream, NY, Ex. 
Ed., CEC . ..••.•.•..•..•. 214 
DRISCAll, DIANNE,: Greene, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO ...•.•..•. . •. . •.. . 214 
DROZD, BARBARA,: Riverhead, NY, LBO, 
Co-Chairman, committee for Undergrad 
LBO Assoc., CEC, Neumann Center Schola 
Folk Choir ...•.......•... 214 
DUDKOWSKI, EDWARD.: Cheektowaga, 
NY, Art Ed ...•..•..•.....• 170 
DUDKOWSKIII, M. RICHARD; W Seneca, 
NY, CBS-Sales and Marketing ..... 151 
DUGGAN, WILLIAM J.; Boston, NY, Geog-
raphy .. . ........•..•.. 185 
DUGUAY, MARK G.; N Tonawanda, NY, EI 
Ed., Kappa Delta Pi .••........ 214 
DUNLOP, CORLISS D.; Buffalo, NY, 
HOFCR •.•. ......•... •. 151 
DURKISH, JAMES; Kenmore, NY, IA Ed., 
Kappa Delta Pi, American IA Student 
Assoc., NY State IA Student Assoc., fA Stu-
dent Organization SUCD ....... 151 
DUSSOR III, ROBERT L.,: Glenmont, NY, 
Electro-Mechanical Engineering, IEEE, 
TSA, Judo l Dorm President, IRC, Rugby 
Club .........•........ 151 
DZIOMBA, DAVID; Kenmore, NY, ISM, 
Baseball ....•..•.•.....• 151 
EASSA, DAWN; Binghamton, NY, Design, 
Ski Club ................ 170 
EBENSTEIN, PAULA; Bayside, NY, Ex. Ed., 
CEC, Hillel .......•.•..... 214 
EBERHARDT, JOHN; Huntington Sta., NY, 
Comm. Media, Commuter Council Cam-
pus Coordinator, Chairperson Aluminum 
Drive, USG Pres. . • .. ...•..•. 170 
EBERLE, SUE; Williams"ille, NY, Comm. 
Media, RECORD Ass't Feature Ed., Cultural 
Arts Ed., Copy Ed., Rec. Board, RA ••. 170 
EDWARDS, PATRICIA; Buffalo, NY, 
Comm. Media, Music Board, SEEK Board, 
RECORD, Gospel Choir •.....•. 170 
EGEDE, PAUL H.; Buffalo, NY, Home Ee. 
Ed., Sect. Interim Alumni Assoc. • .•. 185 
EHLINGER, KEVIN; Islip, NY, H, IEEE, TSA 
· ............•..•... 152 
EINHORN, ELLYN; Rochester, NY, Art His-
tory . . •...•.•..•...•.• 170 
EKLUND, DIANNE; New Berlin, NY, EI. 
Ed. . .........•.....•.. 214 
ELDRIDGE, JILL S.; Williams"ille, NY, 
HDFCR, Beta Sigma Phi .......• 185 
ELLIS, LAWRENCE; Buffalo, NY, Art Ed., 
Black Student Union ...•.•.•.. 170 
ENOCH, CHARLES,: Buffalo, NY, Speech 
• •.................. 170 
EPSTEIN, CAROL J.; Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed.-
PH, CEC .•...•...•...... 214 
ERICKSON, PATRICIA M.; Kenmore, NY, 
Chemistry, Swim Club, Gymnastics Team, 
Chem. Club Vice Pres. . ••.....• 203 
ERZKUS, ALAN; BuUalo, NY, Ex Ed-MR, 
Kappa Delta Pi •.•.•.......• 214 
EVANS, CHARLES; Buffalo, NY, ISM, 
Assoc. Computer Programmers Pres. .152 
FAHEY, PATRICIA; Buffalo, NY, HDFCR 
· .•........ . .....• .. 152 
FANTASKE, MICHEAL; 
Comm. Media ..... . 
Blasdell, NY, 
.170 
FASO, DWAIN R.; Rochester, NY, Ex. Ed.-
PH, Ski Club, Rugby Club, R.A., H.A. .214 
FEINBERG, JILL; Pomona, NY, EI. Ed ..• 215 
fELDMAN, TERt; Westbury, NY, EI. Ed. 
· •.•...•...•.•..•..• 215 
FERGUS, PATRICIA M.; Buffalo, NY, 
Comm. Media, Strait, Record-Ed. in Chief 
· ...•.. .. . . .•. , ..... 170 
fERGUSON, DAVIDj Buffalo, NY, HOFCR, 
Afro American Personnel Committee .152 
FERNER, GALE; W Seneca, NY, EI. Ed., 
NYSEE'S ................ 215 
FETTERMAN, THOMAS; Marcellus, NY, 
Art Ed., Record, Ski Club Jr. VP .... 171 
FIELDING, DESMOND; Brooklyn, NY, IT, 
SAE, ROTC, Crew Team ........ 152 
FIROUZAN, SHAHROKH; Tehran-Iran, 
Economics, Omicron Delta Epsilon, Inter-
national Affairs Club Board , ..... 185 
FISHER, BETH; Bronx, NY, Ex Ed-LBO/Art, 
Honor Society, CEC .... . ..... 215 
flETCHER, DOUGLAS; Newark Valley, 
NY, Secondary Ed-Eng. • . . . .. .185 
FLOSS, MARY; Amherst, NY, Art Ed .. 171 
FLYNN, JOHN ROBERT; Delmar, NY, CJ, 
Lacrosse .. ..... •...•.... 185 
FORMATO, MICHAEl; Williamsville, NY, 
Early Childhood Development .. . . 152 
FORSTEIN, SANDY; Vineland, NJ, CBS-
Sales & Marketing, Marketing Club .152 
FORT, DEBORAH; Buffalo, NY, CJ ... 185 
FORTE, CINDY c.; Franklin Sq., NY, Ex . 
Ed.-PH, CEC .............. 215 
FOWLER, ROBIN S.; E Aurora, NY, Ex. Ed.-
CD ...... . ....•....... 215 
FOX, SHAWN; Lake Pleasant, NY, ET, IEEE 
.. ... ............... 1~ 
FRANASIAK, PAMELA A.; Tonawanda, NY, 
Secondary Ed.-Spanish, Kappa Delta Pi 
· . . . . . . .. . ........ 185 
FRANK, ALICIA; N Tonawanda, CBS, 
AMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . .152 
FRAVEL, KIM; Buffalo, NY, CJ ..... 185 
FRAZIER, LARRY; BuUalo, NY, Comm. 
Media .... ...... ..... .. 152 
FROHNAPPLE, DIANE; Orchard Pk, NY, 
HDFCR, Cheerleader, Tennis Team, Ath-
letic Intramural Rec Sec. . ....... 152 
FROST, PATRICIA; Cassville, NY, EI. Ed. 
· ..................• 215 
FULLER, CLAUD; BuUalo, NY, Ecoftbmics 
· ••••••••••.•••••• I .185 
FURMAN, NORMAN S.; Buffalo, NY, Ur-
ban Studies ..........•... 187 
GACHANjA, GITHENDE; Mangu, Kenya, 
Economics .. .. .... .. ... •. 187 
GAGAT, JOSEPH; Lackawanna, NY, Indus-
trial Arts, Epsilon Pi Tau ........ 152 
GAGNON, JOANNE; Tonawanda, NY, 
HDFCR-Social Work, HDFCR Student 
Welfare Secretary .•.....•... 152 
GALATA, JOSEPH; Jamestown, NY, Biol-
ogy •..•.....•...•.... 203 
GALAZKA, JOSEPH; Buffalo, NY, ET, TSA 
President, lEE, Tech Talk ....•... 152 
GALBO, JUDY; Eggertsville, NY, EI. Ed. 
· . ........•......... 215 
GALLAGHER, DEBORAH; Buffalo, NY, 
Comm. Media, Record, Synchronized 
Swiml'!"ing, Gymnastics ........ 258 
GALLAGHER, STEPHEN V.; Buffalo, NY, 
Comm. Media ....•...•.•.. 171 
GALLO, LORRAINE ANNE; Akron, NY, 
HDFCR-Social Work ...••.... 152 
GALOUGH, PAUL; BuUalo, NY, Industrial 
Arts, Kappa Delta Pi, AlA A, BSIASA, NIAS 
....•.•.. .. ..... 153 
GALVIN, BEATRICE M.; Getzville, NY, 
Design .•.......•....... 171 
GALVIN, JULIA M.; Lackawanna, NY, EI. 
Ed. . .......•. . ........ 215 
GARFOOT, DENNIS I.; Hamburg, NY, Pol. 
Science ..•. ...... .. . ... 187 
GART, PAULA; Dix Hills, NY, Ex. Ed., Kap-
pa Delta Pi, CEC ........ .21~ 
GASS, JOY; Bulfaiol NY, Ex. Ed. . . .. 215 
GAVin, SHARdN; Waterford, I'll', Design 
• •• ••• . I l : ; ••• .• •••• 171 
GAYNOR, SHERYL; W~stil~ry, NV, Ex. Ed., 
Kappa Delta pI, fi:A, t;O StLident Faculty 
Committee • I •• I I It • . I ..• 218 
GEISLER, STEPHEN; RdcheStei, NV, Ex. Ed. 
HA ........... .. •..... 218 
GENDUSO, JOANN; Baldwin, NY, EI. Ed., 
Kappa Della Pi, College Senate, Instruction 
and Research Committee, Chancellor's 
Commillee .............. 218 
GENTER, RA YANN F.; Buffalo, NY, CJ .187 
GERBER, DANIEL; Great Neck, NY, HDFCR 
· ..........•.•...... 153 
GERSTNER, MARYi East Amherst, NY, De-
sign ...... . .. ... ...... 171 
GETCHELL, JOHN; Lakeview, NY, Biology, 
Swimming, Water Polo .... •.. . 203 
GIAMBONA, DYANN; Rome, NY, Design 
· .... ............... 171 
GIAQUINTO; FRANCES; Westbury, NY, 
Dietelics, Paddleball ...... . .. . 153 
GILLEN, MARGARET; Mastic, NY, Comrn. 
Media, Kappa Delta Pi ......... 171 
GILLMAN, IAYNIE; Woodmere, NY, Art 
Ed ...................• 171 
GIMMELlI, JANICE M.; Niagara Falls, NY, 
Biology ................ 203 
GLASSMAN, DONNA; Brooklyn, NY; Ex. 
Ed.-LBD .•...•...... :. ; ,218 
GLAZER, LYNN; White Plains, NY, Ex. Ed.-
CD ............... .... 218 
GLOVER, 
HOFCR 
ROSEMARY; Buffalo, NY, 
.153 
COLO, SANDRA; New Rochelle, NY, Ge-
ology, Geoscience Club President, RA 
· ...............•... 203 
GOLDFARB, IRVIN; Vafi@V Stream, NY, 
Comm. Media, Floor HocktWJ WStB, Stu-
dent-Directed One-Ad Play§ J ' I : ~171 
GOLDMAN, DARYL; Psychology, Who's 
Who in American Colleges and Universi-
ties ................... . 
GOLDSTEIN, PAMELA; Port Washington, 
NY, Home Ec. Ed., Home Ec. Club ... 153 
GOLDSTEIN, ROBIN; Flushing, NY, EI. Ed., 
Alternate Health Board .•..•.. 218 
GOLEMBESKI, MARIAN; Kenmore, NY, 
Secondary Ed.-English •.•..•.. 187 
GOODMAN, PHYLLIS; Binghamton, NY, 
EI. Ed. . . ... • . .......•.. 218 
GOODRICH, CLARK; Hunter, NY, ET .153 
GOODWIN, GEORGE I.; Amherst, NY, 
Secondary Ed.-Math, SEEK Tutor Lab .187 
CORBAN, DIANE; Niagara Falls, NY, Dis-
tributive Education, Epsilon Delta Epsilon, 
Kappa Delta Pi, American Vocational As-
sociation ..... .. ...... . . . 153 
GOSTON, REGINALD G.; Buffalo, NY, Eco-
nomics - Management, BLFB, BLFB Trea-
surer, USG Senator, Economics Tutor, Stu-
dent Union Chess Tourney ...... 187 
GOITLlEB, BEATRICE; Kenmore, NY, 
Speech ....... ... ..... . . 171 
GOTILlEB, STEVEN; West Hempstead, NY, 
Secondary Ed.-Geoscience, Honor Soc. 
· ...... . .......... . . 204 
GOnSCHALL, GWEN; Hornell, NY, Home 
Ec. Ed., Phi Upsilon Omicron ..... 153 
GOUGH, KRISTINA; S. Nyack, NY, Art Ed., 
DR ....... . .... . ...... 172 
GRADY, ROBERT; North Tonawanda, NY, 
CBS, Baseball .. •.. . .. .. ... 153 
GRANT III, lAMES ,.; Rensselaer, NY, CJ 
· . . .. .... .. ......... 187 
GRAVES, KATHYi Grolon, NY, CI ... 187 
GREATHOUSE, lAMES R.; Niagara Falls, 
NY I Social Science ... . ....... 187 
GRECO, CAROL SUE; Kenmore, NY, CBS 
· .. .. . .. . ...... ..... 153 
GREGORY, JAN M.; Roxbury, NY, HOFeR 
· ................... 153 
GRIFFIN, AMELIA; Niagara Falls, NY, EI. 
Ed. . ........... ...... . 218 
GRIPPI, JEANNE; Buffalo, NY, Comm. 
Media, Kappa Delta Pi, Record .... 172 
GROSS, JANE; Gowanda, NY, Sociology, 
Student Go\'ernmenr .. ....... 187 
GROSZKOWSKI, ALFRED JR.; H, Institute 
for Certification of E.T. • .• ••••• 153 
GRZYWNA, DENNIS J.; Sloan, NY, Diet-
etics, Commuter Council .•. •.•. 153 
GUBERMAN, LYNNE; Flushing, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-CD, (EC, New York Students Speech 
and Hearing Assoc. . . .... .... 218 
GUERRA, THOMAS; lordan, NY, CBS-
Marketing and Sales, American Marketing 
Assoc. . ....... ......... 154 
GULLA, DONNA; Rome, NY, Home Ec. 
Ed. • .. . • ... .......•... 154 
GUMINSKI, PAULi Buffalo, NY, Comm. 
Meilia . . ...... . ....•... 172 
GUiH, KENNETH; Buffalo, NY, Biology 
· ........... ... .... . 204 
HAD)lGREGORIOU, CHRISTOS; Yero-
lakkos Nicosia, Cyprus, Electrical Engineer~ 
ing ....•.•..•.......•. 154 
HAGG, JUDITH; Williams\'ille, NY, Sec-
ondary Ed.-English . ........ . 187 
HAILEY, BRENDA, JOYCEi Buffalo, NY, EI. 
Ed., Bowling, BLFB ........•.. 218 
239 
HALE, LORRIE, F.; Orchard Parle, NY, En-
glish, Commuter Council-sec. . ... 187 
HALUFSKA, PAULA, ANN; Kings Park, NY, 
EI. Ed., Art, EYE, Teacher's Club, Girl's 
Volleyball, Basketball, Softball, Hockey, 
Dorm President, Student Gov'l, Officer, 
RA, Art Club, Yearbook, Newspaper .218 
HAMLIN, DEHOKAHi fredonia, NY, Home 
Ec. Ed., Phi Epsilon Omicron-sec., Home 
Ec. Club ..... . .... . ..... 154 
HAMMINGA ANN MARIE; Olcott, NY, EI. 
Ed. . .. . ........ ... .... 218 
HAMPTON, HOLLY; North Tonawanda, 
NY, Art ............. . . . . 172 
HANISZEWSKI, JOSEPH, R.; Kenmore, NY, 
IA . .... . ....... ... ... 172 
HANNEMANN, AXEL; Blasdell, NY, Ex. Ed.-
MR, Be-A-Friend .218 
HANUS, MARY; Syracuse, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO, Kappa Delta Pi, CEC . .. . . .. 218 
HARDLEBEN, BERT, B.; Tonawanda, NY, 
IA ....•.............. 172 
HARPER, ANDREW; Brooklyn, NY, EI. Ed • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 219 
HARPER, CONSTANCE; Elmira, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-CD, National Student Speech & Hear-
ing Association . ••. ......•. 219 
HARRAN, PATRICIA ANN; Saratoga 
Springs, NY, Comm. Media, Record .. 172 
HARRIS, CATHERINEj Buffalo, NY, Sec-
ondary Ed.-Social Studies, Alpha Kappa 
Alpha, Bowling, Volleyball ..... . 188 
HARTNETT, JOHN JOSEPH; Manlius, NY, 
Industrial Tech., American Marketing As-
sociation, Technical Students Association, 
Newman Center, Dorm Rep. .154 
HASTINGS, PAUL; Honeoye Falls, NY, 
Engineering ... .. .. . .. . ... 154 
HAUPT, SUE; Westbury, NY, Ex. Ed.-MR, 
Kappa Delta Pi •...... . . . •.• 219 
HAZUDA, KATHRYN; North Tonawanda, 
NY, Ex. Ed.-MR, Concert Band, Ski Club 
. .... . ........... . . ~9 
HEINZ, NICHOLAS, c.; Cheektowaga, NY, 
IA Ed. Epsilon Pi Tau . . .. . ... .. 154 
HELMSTADT, MARY; Lynbrook, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-MR, Kappa Delta Pi, Record, WRA, 
CEC ............... . .. 219 
HENDRICKSEN, CATHY; Sandusky, Ohio, 
Cl in ical Dietetics, USG House of Finance 
........... ......... 154 
HERBACH, BRUCE; Delmar, NY, Comm. 
Media, WSCB . ....... ..... 172 
HERBEn, GWENDOLYN; Buffalo, NY, 
English, Black Theater Workshop . . . 188 
HERDLE, BONNIE; North Tonawanda, NY, 
CBS .. .. .............. 154 
HERMAN, J. BRENT; Buffalo, NY, Comm. 
Media, Gamma Chi, Record .... 172 
HERMANSON, SUZANNE N.; Sanborn, 
NY, Art Ed ................ 172 
240 
HERRON, DENISE; Queens, NY, EI . Ed. 219 
HERZOG, TAM A LEE; Rochester, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-LBD .... . .... . . .... . 219 
HETZEL, lANE DAWN; Buffalo, NY, Dietet-
ics, WRA Board, Women's Intramurals, 
Intercollegiate Bowling, Volleyball, Pad-
dleball, Second Place Tennis, First place 
Paddle ball singles and doubles, Basketball 
Second Place . ......... . . . 154 
HETZLER, SANDRA; Rochester, NY, h: Ed-
MR .................. 219 
HICKEY, JOHN T.; Buffalo, NY, q & Soc-
iology ... ... . .... . • 188 
HIGGS, BEVERLY lEAN; Mayville, NY, 
Home Ec Ed. . ......•. 154 
HILBURGER, LINDA; Angola, NY, Soci-
o logy .... .. ... .. .•...• 188 
HILLS, IUNE M.; Buffalo, NY, Art Ed. .173 
HINDS, FULTON; Kenmore, NY, IT, Tech-
nology Student Assbly, Soc. of Manufac-
turing Engineers ..... ....... 154 
HOLNBECK, GREGORY; Batavia, NY, Fine 
Arts, Record, Leevz, Visual Arts Board .173 
HOLT, DEBORAH; Kenmore, NY, Anthro-
pology, Tau Della, Anthropology Forum 
. ......... .. ..... ... 1M 
HORN, ANNETTE GUENTHER; Machias, 
NY, Design . . . . . • . . • • .173 
HORWITZ, SHARON; Little Neck, NY, 
Sociology ......... ..•... 188 
HOWE, T. A.; Batavia, NY, Ex Ed.-LBD, 
CEC, Co-Ed Intramurals and Football, In-
ternational Affairs Board, Siena Rep, New-
man Club, Semester in Sienna, Italy •. 219 
HOWELL, DARCEL; Amherst, NY, Comm. 
Media, Gospel Choir, SEEK Honor Roll 
..•••••••• ••• •••••.• 173 
HOWLETT, CREIG; Barneveld, NY, IT, Sig-
ma Tau Rho, Intermural Basketball, Foot-
ball, Floor Hockey, Ski Club, Second VP 
Sigma Tau Rho .. . .......... 155 
HUDSON, NANCY I.; Buffalo, NY, Home 
Ec. Ed. . .. .... . ... .. . . .. 155 
HUGHES, DOUGLAS; Kenmore, NY, El, 
Veteran's Club •. . . ......... 155 
HUNLEY, LARRY).; BuUalo, NY, lA, Veter-
an's Counselor ...•.......•. 155 
HUNT, TIMOTHY; Williamsville, NY, Sec-
ondary Ed.-Earth Science, Geoscience 
Club Treas. . ..•..•...•... 204 
HURD, SUZANNE; N Tonawanda, NY, 
Secondary Ed-Malh, Contemporary 
Choir' . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. .188 
HY, JEFFREY M .; Kenmore, NY, CBS .. 155 
HYMAN, AIMEE; Plainview, NY, Ex Ed-
LBO, Kappa Della Pi, WRA Bowling, Vol-
leyball, CEC .. ... . .....•.. 219 
IACOBUCCI, BEny; Blasdell, NY, EI. Ed. 
......... . ........ . . 219 
INGLUT, VICKI; Lackawanna, NY, Comm. 
Media, Record ......... . ..• 173 
JACKSON, 
HOFCR 
LORREnA; Buffalo, NY, 
.155 
IACKST A, ROBERT M.j Bethpage, NY, 
Cj •.. . .. .. .188 
JACOBS, JUDITH; Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO, CEC ............... 219 
IAFARf, ALI M.; Buffalo, NY, Biology .204 
JAFFE, AMY; Roslyn, NY, Design, SUB 
· . . . ......... . •..... 173 
JAKIEL, STEPHEN ).j Kenmore, NY, Sec-
ondary Ed.-English, Kappa Delta Pi .. 188 
JANISH, ZANE c.; Orchard Park, NY, Art 
Ed., SAGE ............... 173 
JANSON, LYNNj Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed.-CD 
..... . ..... ... . . ... ~9 
JAROSZEWSKI, DANIEL; Cheektowaga, 
NY, CJ .. . . ............. 188 
JENKINS, JAYNE A.; Lewiston, NY, Art 
Ed. . .•... . . .• . .... .. .. 173 
jlRClTANO, LOIS M .; Sanborn, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-LBD . . ..... . .. . . .... 219 
JOHNSON, JINX A.; Orchard Park, NY, 
EI. Ed. . ................ 220 
JOSEPH, BARBARA; Canandaigua, NY, Ex. 
Ed . . . . . .. . . . .. .. ...... 220 
IUDD, ADRIAN; Ontario, NY, Design .173 
KACHURKA, DIANA; Buffalo, NY, CJ .188 
KALINOWSKI, LARRY; Patchogue, NY, Ex. 
Ed., Sigma Tau Rho, Secretary, IRC Pres., 
Dorm Treasurer, Ambulance Corps, HA 
· .. .. ..•. ... ..•..... 220 
KALINOWSKI, ANTHONY; West Seneca, 
NY, English ....... . •..... 188 
KAM, RUBY G.; Tonawanda, NY, Art Ed., 
Kappa Delta Pi, Gamma Mu Chapter .173 
KAMINSKI, BARBARA J.; Williamsville, 
NY, Comm. Media, Record ..•.•. 173 
KANE, ARLENE M.; Kenmore, NY, CBS 
. ..... .. ... ..•..... ~H 
KANE, PATRICK J.; Syracuse, NY, Anthro-
pology ••.. . . . •••..•. . •• 188 
KAUFMAN, IUDY: So. Hempstead, NY, 
Ar1 Ed. . . . .........•... . 173 
KAUFMAN, LORI; Hicksvill~, NY, Comm. 
Media, Record , WSCB . .. .•.... 173 
KAUFMAN, MARTIN; Brooklyn, NY, En-
glish . ......... •...... . 188 
KA YE, CYNTHIA; Will iamsville, NY, Ex. 
Ed- PH .......•......... 220 
KELLEHER, KEITH; Tonawanda, NY, Sec-
ondary Ed.-Geoscience, Camp Board, Ori-
entat ion Committee .......... 204 
KElLOGG, RAYMOND V.; Franklinville, 
NY, IT, American Marketing Association, 
Data Processing Management Association 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . .155 
KELLY, JIM; Buffalo, NY, IA . . •... 155 
KELSER, CLAIRE; lillie Neck, NY, Ex. Ed-
MR, A Cappella Choir . . . . . . .220 
KElSEY, KAREN; Ithaca, NY, Math .•. 188 
KENNEY, PATR ICIA: LeviNown, NY, Math, 
Volleyball, Field Hockey, Intramurals, 
WRA, Dorm Council .....•.... 188 
KERWIN, JACqUEt YNN M.; Williamsville, 
NY, Comm. Media .. . ... .. ... 173 
KIBLER, PATRICIA M.; Buffalo, NY, 
Comm. Media, Feature Edito r, Record, 
Managing Ed., Strait .......... 173 
KIEC, ELAINE SUSAN; East Aurora, NY, 
Sociology ...... . ...... 188 
KILBRIDE, ROBERT l.; Suffern, NY, 
Speech Comm. . ........... 173 
KING, GRANT; Massepequa, NY, Graphics 
Design, Cast ing Hall, Leevz, Coffeehouse 
performances, orientation coffeehouses 
· ........ . ..•...•... 173 
KING, LEROY E.; Seneca, NY, ISM, Assoc. 
of Comp Programmers . ....... 155 
KISiEl, CHERYl M.; North Tonawanda, 
NY, Ex. Ed.-MR, College Choir .... 220 
KLAHN, MARK; North Tonawanda, NY, 
IA ..... . .• . •...... . .. 155 
KLAS, KAREN: Amherst, NY, Ex. Ed., 
Cheerleading •....•.... . .• 220 
KLEIN, BARBARA; Flushing, NY, Art Ed. 
· .....•..... . ...... . 173 
KLEIN, 
Theatre 
LINDA-MARIE; Syracuse, NY, 
.174 
KLIMEK, DOUGLAS; Schenectady, NY, IT, 
SME, SAE, TSA . . . • . . . . . . • . .155 
KLINK, DOROTHY: Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed-
PH, KDP, Intercollegiate bowling and vol-
leyball ................. 220 
KLUYTMAN, THOMAS: Cheektowaga, 
NY, lA, Eps ilon Pi Tau, Karate Club .. 155 
KOCH, KATHERINE: N. Tonawanda, NY, 
Clinical Dietetics ............ 155 
KOCHANSKY, BARRY: Yonkers, NY, Eco-
nomics, Omicron Delta Epsilon ... 189 
KOJO-KWARTENG, ERNEST; Accra-
Ghana, Africa, Engineering ... 155 
KOMPF, MARY; Syracuse, NY, HOFCR 
· •... . .•.••.......•. 156 
KOOKEN, CYNTHIA A.; Cheektowaga, 
NY, EI. Ed., WRA Badminton Tournament, 
Student NEA . . .....•... . .. 220 
KOSTRAZEWSKI, MADELEINE; Buffalo, 
NY, Sales and Marketing . ... . ... 156 
KOTARSKI, KAREN; W. Seneca, NY, CBS-
Sales and Market ing . ....•.... 156 
KOZAK, ROBERTi Hamburg, NY, Comm. 
Media, Record, Strait ....•.... 174 
KRANE, RONALD F.: Elma, NY, IA .•. 156 
KRANICHFELT, JOHN: Buffalo, NY, Art 
History .•.•...••.......• 174 
KRATUS, THOMAS R.i Tonawanda, NY, 
CBS-Sales and Marketing, USG, VP Col. 
AMA, Pres. Col. AMA, First Runner-up in 
Greaser Dance Contest, Who's Who in 
American Colleges and Universities . . 156 
KRAWCZYK, MARYELLEN, Buffalo, NY, 
Design .......... . ... .. • 174 
KREUZ, TIMOTHY; Will iamsville, NY, Eco-
nomics, Omicron Della Epsilon, Inlerna-
lional Honor Society in Eco., Athletic 
Board, Omicron Delta Epsilon Treas. . .. 
KRINER, THEODORE: Niagara falls, NY, 
English . . .......... . .... 189 
KRISAK, VICKI; Liverpool, NY, Sociology 
· .......... . .... .. .. 189 
KROLL, DEBORAH; h. Ed·PH, Elm leen 
· ................... 220 
KRUCENSKI, LEONARDi Buffalo, NY, VT 
Ed. . .................. 156 
KRUMHOLTZ, JUSTIN M .; Plainview, NY, 
CJ, Stale Spartans .. . ........ 189 
KRUPENYE, PETER; Buffalo, NY, Sculpture, 
Photo Ed. Record, Photo Ed. Elms ... 174 
KUBALA, CELESTE; Buffalo, NY, English 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . .189 
KUCZMANSKI, JOANNE; Buffalo, NY, 
HOFCR . . .•..• . .. .156 
KUEBLER, DONNA c.; Hamburg, NY, 
Home Ec. Ed., Kappa Delta Pi .156 
KUJAWA, RICHARD, Williamsville, NY, 




MAXINE; Purchase, NY, 
Childhood Dev., Dorm 
...•.•..••... . 156 
KURCZAK, SLAWKO; E. Meadow, NY, 
Chemistry ... . ...• . •..... 204 
KUREK, JIM: Cheektowaga, NY, Psychol-
ogy, Track, Cross Country . . ...• . 204 
KURIA, NGUGli Kenya, Africa, Bio logy, 
lAC President . . ........ .. . 204 
KURZDORFER, CECILIA; Tonawanda, NY, 
Secondary Ed .-french ••..... . • 189 
KURZER, PAULEnE; Franklin Sq., NY, EI. 
Ed., Kappa Delta Pi, Dental Assistant at 
Dental Clinic ... . .. . ....... 221 
KUTUS, GREGORY S.; Oepew, NY, Cf .189 
KUWIK, ALEXANDRA; Cheektowaga, NY, 
Seondary Ed-Speech and English, Kappa 
Della Pi Vice Pres., Ski Club, SEEk Tutor, 
Who's Who in American Colleges and 
Uni\lersities ...........•.. 174 
LAMB, PATRICIA; Lockport, NY, Econom-
ics ............. . . . .•. 189 
LAMOUREUX, GARY: Buffalo, NY, CJ .189 
LAMOUREUX, LORI; E. Northport, NY, 
Ex. Ed., Kappa Delta Pi ........ . 221 
LANDESBERG, ROBINi Baldwin, NY, Art 
Ed .. . .. . .......... . •.. 174 
LANDIS, LOIS; Albion, NY, Home Ec. Ed., 
Concert Band, ICVF Pres., ICVF Vice Pres., 
American Home Ec. Club, Home Ec. 
Teaching Assoc. . • . ... 156 
LANDPHAIR, SUSAN; Java Center, NY, Art 
Ed. . ........ . ......•.. 174 
LANGAN, HEATHER; Tonawanda, NY, 
Comm. Media, Record ...... .174 
LANKES, JOHN; Synder, NY, IA Ed. . .156 
LARRIS, JOANlE; Elmont, NY, Art Ed., 
Dorm Council Treas., Tower IV Pres., IRC 
· •.................. 174 
LASCARIS, JAMES; Albany, NY, Engineer-
ing Tech., IEEE ............. 156 
LAURENT, RANDOLPH: Briarcliff Manor, 
NY, HDFCR, Volleyball,Bowling .. . 156 
LAURICELLA, PETER; Buffalo, NY, Art Ed. 
· ..•••..........•... 174 
LAWN, SUE; N. Tonawanda, NY, EI. Ed. 
• •.•.••.••••••.••••• 221 
LAWRENCE, REBECCA; Grand Island, NY, 
Anthropology ..... . ..... . . 189 
LECLAIRE, DIANE; Cheektowaga, NY, Art 
Ed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .174 
LEE, BETTY; Buffalo, NY, CBS ..... 157 
LEHMAN, BRUCE: Massapequa Park, NY, 
HOFCR, RA ...•• . .•...... 157 
LEHMAN, ELIZABETH; Oneida, NY, Design 
Graphics ..........••.... 174 
LEMPENAU, ROBERTi Tonawanda, NY, 
Sales & Marketing ..... . • .. .157 
LEONE, MARIA; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed. . .221 
LESLIE, ALEXANDER; Peekskill, NY, Comm. 
Media, WSCB ...•......•.. 174 
LESNIOWSKI, DAVID; Buffalo, NY, CBS, 
Record ...........•..•.• 157 
LETO, NINA: Wantagh, NY, h. Ed. -MR 
• . . • . • • . • . . . . • . . . . .221 
LEVAN, MARK; Tonawanda, NY, IT .. 157 
LEVINE, ROBIN; little Neck, NY, Comm. 
Media, Record, Media Board .175 
LEVITT, CHERYL; Brooklyn, NY, h. Ed.-
MR . ..............•.. 221 
LEWIS, CHARLES; Buffalo, NY, Economics, 
Epoch, Bowling, Intramural Baskelball 189 
LEWIS, JOHN; Lackawanna, NY, Sociology, 
Track ..... . ...•.•....•. 189 
LEWIS, KEITH; Buffalo, NY, HDFCR, Ka-
rate Club ....••.........• 157 
LEWIS, SHIRLEY; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed., Aca-
demic Committee . . . . . . . .. .221 
lIEMAN, ROBIN; Jamaica, NY, CBS .157 
lI0ll0S, CHRISANTHEi Buffalo, NY, 
Secondary Ed.-English ... . ... . . 189 
lIPOWSKl, MARLENE: Buffalo, NY, So-
ciology . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . .190 
LIPPA, DONNA; Rochester, NY, Art .. 175 
241 
LIPPMAN, RICHARD; Bayside, NY, Comm. 
Media, Record-Photo Ed., Feature Ed., 
Managing Ed. . ............ 175 
LIS, SHARON; Orchard Park, NY, Comm. 
Media, WSCB Business Manager ••• 175 
LOCEY, NANCY; Niagara Falls, NY, EI. Ed., 
Kappa Delta Pi . . . . . . . .221 
LODGE, SUSAN; Richfield Springs, NY, 
Psychology •....... .204 
LORENZINI, MARIANNE; Buffalo, NY, 
Psychology ........ .205 
LOUIS, GRACE; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed . . .221 
LUBAN, MALVA; Far Rockaway, NY, Art 
Ed., Kappa Delta Pi, Fencing, Floor Rep. 
• ......... .. . .. . ...• 175 
LUPER, RAYMOND; Buffalo, NY, CBS .157 
lUTZ, CHRISTINE; Grand Island, NY, h. 
Ed.-C.D. . . ........... ... 221 
LUTZ, PAULA; Lockport, NY, Ex. Ed.-MR 
• ••.•..• . .••••.••••• 221 
LYNCH, JACQUELYN; Niagara Falls, NY, 
Theater Arts, Casting Hall ....... 175 
LYNCH, MARY; West Seneca, NY, Distri-
butive Ed. . •.......• ... • . 157 
MACHINA, MARY l.; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed. 
• ......•... .. •...•.. 221 
MACHYNSKI, JAMES P.; Buffalo, NY, IA 
· . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .157 
MACK, WILLIAM; Buffalo, NY, IT ••• 157 
MACKEY, LEONARD: Buffalo, NY, Sec-
ondary Ed-English, Student Senate, Track, 
Wrestling ... ..• . ........ 190 
MACRAE, PATRICK; Buffalo, Sociology 
• ................ . .. 190 
MAGRISSO, FAITH; Westbury, NY, Ex-Ed. 
MR .. .. ........ . ..•.. 222 
MAHER, JEREMIAH J.; Wesl Seneca, NY 
Economics, Omicron Della Epsilon .• 190 
MAIRA, BARBARA; Norlh Tonawanda 
NY, Secondary Ed.-Foreign Language 190 
MAITLAND, JANE; Lee Center, NY, Art 
• •••••.••• • ••.•. . .•• 175 
":1ANClNI, BARBARA; Seaford, NY, De-
sign ........ ... . .. .. I .175 
MARGELEFSKY, MOLLY; Tonawanda, NY, 
Ex-Ed, Kappa Delta Pi ... . ..... 222 
MARIANO, MARGHERIT A; Buffalo, NY, 
Secondary Ed-French .....•. 190 
MARKOVITCH, JEANNE; Syracuse, NY, 
Clinical Dietetics ............ 157 
MARRONE, JAMES JOSEPH; Staten Island, 
NY, lA, Kappa Delta Pi, IA Student organi-
zation Vice President, Wheelock Scholar-
ship winner 1975 Regional Rep. at N.Y. 
S.!.A.A. . .......••...... 157 
MARTIN, HOLLIS; Tonawanda, NY, Art 
Ed. • .• ... • . ...• . .. . ... 175 
MARTIN, LAURA; eamillos, NY, Ex. Ed.-
M.R., Kappa Delta Pi • ......... 222 
242 
MASSOTH, PAULA; Pattersonville, NY, 
Art, Ed •..•..•.....••.•.. 175 
MATHERN, VICKI; Batavia, NY, EI. Ed. 
Tennis, Skiing, Cheerleading .••.• 222 
MATHEWS, CYNTHIA; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed., 
NIA Writers Workshop •....... 222 
MATLICK, STEVEN; Queens Viii. NY, CBS 
· . .....•.••........• 157 
MATTELIANO, TINA; Tonawanda, NY, 
HOFCR, Phi Upsilon Omicron, Social 
Workers Club of Buffalo ..•..•.. 159 
MATTISON, DEBORAH; Buffalo, NY, 
HDFCR ........• .159 
MAUL, PETER; Hamburg, NY,I.T .•.. 159 
MAXFIELD, JOHN; Kenmore, NY, Psy-
chology, Track, Mens Intramurals •.. 205 
MAZUCA, LOUISE; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed. 
• ••••••••••••.•••..• 222 
MAZUR, MARCIA; Angola, NY, HDFCR 
• .. . .••.........•... 159 
MBUTHIA, WAWERU; ihika, Kenya, Eco-
nomics ..... ; . • : .•....•. 191 
MCCABE, MEGAN; Albany, NY, Ex. Ed:-
L.B.D., Who's Who in American Jr. <;01-
leges •...•• . •..• . ...... 222 
MCCARDElL, ALONZO; Buffalo, NY, CBS 
VetsClub .......... . .... 159 
MCCOON, BARBARA J.; Johnson City, 
NY,HDFCR, N.A.S.W ...•.. , ... 159 
MCDONALD, ALFRED; Buffalo, NY, C). 
· ..•............... ,\91 
MCDONALD, MARK; Tonawanda, NY, 
F.S.A. . ..••.•.... I • •••• 159 
MCDONOUGH; TERENCE; Cheektowaga, 
NY, F.S.A. . ..... , .......• 159 
MCFAUL, JAMES; Watertown, NY, History 
••••••..••.••••• 191 
MCGAN, TIMOTHY; Green Island, NY, 
C) . ......•.•..•....... 191 
MCGARVEY, JOAN; Niagara Falls, NY, EI. 
Ed. . ..........•....... 222 
MCKENNA, DEBORAH; Kenmoi~, NY, 
History, legal Aide Clinic •..•... 191 
MCLEAN, JOYCE; Kenmore; NY, Art Ed. 
· ..•....•....•..•.•. 175 
MCVEIGH, MARY; Kenmore, NY, Art His-
tory ..•... . •• . ; ..•. . 175 
MEDIGE, MARY E.; Bi.Jffaldi NY, EI. Ed., 
Kappa Delta Pi . . ....•.....• 222 
MELTON, EMERSON D.; Brooklyn, NY, 
E.T. ....••........•.... 159 
MENIN, BRUCE; Spring Valley, NY, Ex. Ed.-
P.H., Chairperson==M.R.-P.H. Student 
Council, Kappa Dell", P~ I.R.C. F;~.A.­
Board of Directors, C.E.C., WSCB (Pro-
gressive OJ) . : •••• : ••••••• 222 
MERCURIO, BARBARA A.; Eggertsville, 
NY Secondary Ed.-Biology, Kappa Della 
Pi .•... .. ; • .. . . .....• 205 
~~- ~---
MERCURIO, CYNTHIA; Kenmore, NY Ei. 
Ed. • ............... ... 222 
MESTRE, FRANCINE; Niagara Falls, NY, 
Secondary Ed.-Math. • ... ; . . . . 191 
METZGER, JO-ANNE: Cheektowaga, NY, 
EI. Ed. . ....•.••.•.•..•• 222 
MEYERS, CRAIG; N. Tonawanda, NY, CBS 
· ••...........•..... 159 
MICHALSKI, JANiCE; Cheektowaga, NY, 
EI. Ed. . •..•... . .• . ... . . 222 
MICKULSKY, WILLIAM; N. Tonawanda, 
NY,I .T .... .. ..•.. .. ... .. 159 
MIDLlK, SANDRA; Tonawanda, NY, Home 
fc. Ed., Phi Upsilon Omicron - Vice Pres., 
Kappa Delta Pi, AHEA ..•... . .. 159 
MILLER, BARBARA; Niagara Falls, NY, 
EI. Ed. . ..•............. 222 
MILLER, BEVERLY; Grand Island, NY, fl. 
Ed. . ••....... . . .. ..... 222 
MILLER, DOUG; Elma, NY, Comm. Media, 
Leen-Editor in Chief, Camp Board-
Chairman, WSCB ...... 175 
MILLER, GARY; Getzville, NY, Art Ed. 
• ................... 175 
MILLER, JEAN; West Seneca, NY, EI. Ed. 
• • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . • 222 
MIMS, DORIS; 
Media, Record . 
Buffalo, NY, Comm. 
.175 
MINKEWICZ, IAROSLAW; Buitalo, NY, 
Secondary Ed.-Spanish ....•. . . 191 
MINTON, KATHAYN; Buffalo, NY, Social 
Sciences, Gymnastics Club, Riding Club, 
Commuter Council ... I •• : ; • • 191 
MIREL, NANCY; Douglaston, NY, EI. Ed. 
· ••. • •••••••. . ••••• . 222 
MISZTAL, ROBERT; West Seneca, NY, ET 
IEEE .• . •.•.... ........ 159 
MOBARAK, KATHLEEN; Tonawanda, NY, 
HDFCR ... ... •..... .. .• 159 
MOLFESE, MARYANN; Eggertsville, NY, 
Chemistry, Chemistry Club-Pres. & Sec-
retary . .• .. • . ...... .. .. 205 
MOLLO, IOSEPH A, JR.; BIHgHaAildn, NY, 
Math, State Sparfaii~, State Spartans -
Treasurer, State Spartans - Secretary, In-
ter-Fraternity - Saf6rity Council - Pres-
ident, Pi Omega No Jacket Brother, Elms, 
Elms - Assistant Editor, Elms - Editor-in-
Chief, Who's Who in American Colleges 
and Universities Selection Committee, 
Who's Who in American Golleges and 
Universities, F~A Board of Directors, FSA 
Shadduck and Programming Fund Com-
mittee Chairman; MS Dance Marathon 
Committee Chairman, Adiiilnistrations 
Meal Plan Committee, Student Media 
Board, Student Media Board - Treasurer, 
Newman Club - Treasurer, tUlit.ual Artis-
tic Publications Committee ::; ... 191 
MONTELLA, KATHLEEN; BUfialo, NY, 
Psychology . . ....• . I •• • •• 205 
MOORE, ELAINE; Buffalo, ~Y, EI. Ed., 
Tennis Club, Bowling Team ... .223 
MOORE, JERRY L.; BuUalo, NY, Social 
Science, Veteran's Club, Newspaper .191 
MOREnl, ANNE MARIE; Lackawana, NY, 
Art Ed . . . ...... . •... . ... 175 
MORGAN, ANN E.; Pearl River, NV, EI. 
Ed. , RA, Intern at ional Thespians, Interna-
tional student in Siena, Haly, Cast ing Hall 
Produclions, SEEK Tutor ........ 223 
MORGAN, JUDY; Liverpool, NY, Graph ic 
Design . ............ .. .. 176 
MORREALE, NICHOLAS V.j Lewiston, NY, 
Biology ...•......... ... 205 
MORRIS, MARIAN; Bayshore, NY, Ex Ed.-
lBO ... . ..... . .. . .. . .. 223 
MORRISON, DENNIS; Buffalo, NY, Cr im-
inal Justice, Intramural Basketball .. . 191 
MORTENSEN, KAREN; Staten Island, NY, 
EI. Ed. . .• . .. . . . ...•.... 223 
MOSKWIK, BEVERLY; Niaga ra Falls, NY, 
Distributive Ed., Epsilon Delta Epsilon, 
American Vocational Assoc., Collegiate 
OECA ................. 159 
MOULIN, MARK; Kenmore, NY, Biology 
· .... . . ............. 205 
MTANGI, MARTHA; Kenmore, NY, Biol -
ogy ......... . .......• 205 
MUHITCH, MARY ANN; N. Tonawanda, 
NY, Art Ed., Sigma Sigma, Fencing, Wo-
men's Athletic Club, Student Christian 
Assoc., Girls Chorus .... . ..... 176 
MULLEN, DEBRA; Somerset, Mass., Art 
Ed., Camp Board, All Campus Choir, Gym-
nastic Club •. . .•.•..• . .... 176 
MURPHY, KATHLEEN; Cheektowaga, NV, 
Dietetics, Commuter Council, Newman 
Center, Erie Community Alumni Assoc. 
· ......•. . ..... . .... 159 
MURPHY, MARYELLEN; Lockport, NY, 
English ......•.....•.•.. 191 
MUSSARI, LUANN; Niagara Falls, NY, Ex 
Ed-MR ... . .....•... . ... 223 
MYKYTYN, EDWARD; New Hartford, NY, 
ET,SME . ...••..• . ... . .. 159 
NAGLE, MARILYN; Port Byron, NY, Ex. Ed.-
PH, Pi Kappa Rho, Intercollegiate Volley-
ball, WRA, Newman Club .. .. . .. 223 
NAPIERALSKI, SHELLEY; Buffal6, NY, CBS, 
• ••• .•. . .. ..• . • I •••• 159 
NAUGHTOi"i, ANGELA; Rockville Centre, 
NY, Art .. ; ; ~ : ~ ; .......... 176 
NAVE, LORI; Liverpool, NY, ISM, Associa-
tion for Computer Programmi ng-Presi -
dent .. . ..... . •. 160 
NELSON, EDWARD J.; Buffalo, NY, CJ 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .191 
NELSON, PATSY; Buffalo, NY, CJ . . . 191 
NEUMANN, BARBARA; Niagara Falls, NY, 
Ex. Ed.-PH, CEC, Sk i Club .•..... 223 
NICHOUS, GEORGE; Buffalo, NY, Physics 
· . .. ... .. • . . .•... . .. 205 
NIENTiMP, JANICE; Rochester, NY, q 
· ...•. . .. ..•........ 192 
NJUGUNA, KIARIE; Kiambu, Kenya, Afri-
ca, Economics .....•....... 192 
NOBLES, RONALD; North Tonawanda, 
NY, IA Ed., American Industrial Arts Stu-
dent Association, New York State Indus-
trial Arts Assoeiation, Industr ial Arts Stu-
dent Organization, Ski Club . ... . . 160 
NdLAN, JOHN K.; North Tonawanda, NY, 
q, State Spartans, AH8-Treasurer, Am-
bulance Corps-Treasurer, Camp Board, 
State Spartans-Treasurer .. . .. .192 
NOLAN, MOLLY; Rochester, NY, q .192 
NORAS, AUDREY; BuUalo, NY, Sociology 
· ................ . .. 192 
NOWAK, JANIE ANNE; Tonawanda, NY, 
Secondary Ed .-English ..... . ... 192 
NYMAN, GEORGE; Poughkeeps ie , NY, q 
· ...••.......••..... 192 
OAKES, SHERRYl; Lockport, NY, EI. Ed. 
· ........•.• , . . .•... 223 
OBERMAN, DONALD; Levittown, NY, 
Psychology, Gamma Chi, Soccer, IRC, R~, 
USG Senator •.. .. ......... 205 
O'BRIEN, CAROL; Utica, NV, Ex. Ed. -MR 
· .. ........ . ......•. 223 
O'BRIEN, ELIZABETH; Syosset, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO, Kappa Delta Pi, CEC • . •..•. 223 
OBSTEIN, TERRI S.; Wili iam~vlll@, NY, 
HOFCR, Phi Upsilon Omicron, Kappa Del-
ta Pi ....... . . . .. • .• . .. 160 
O'CONNOR, BETH; Tonawanda, NY, 
Home Ec. Ed., American Home Economics 
Association •.•...•....• .160 
OCZfK, PAUL; Lackawanna, NY, CJ . . 192 
OG8U, AGATHA; Buffalo, NY; Dietetics 
· .. . ..•......•.•.... 160 
OGDEN, AUNDRY; Buffalo, NY, Comm. 
Media, USG, BLFB . . ....•...• 176 
OGDEN, RONNIE F.; Buffalo, NY, Comm. 
Media ..•.........•. . .. 176 
OLEKSY, GERALD; lancaster, NY,C) .192 
OLIVER, JANE; Niagara falls, NY, Ex. Ed.-
CD • . . I • : • • • • • • • • • •• .223 
O'NEIL, KAREN; Depew, NY, EI. Ed ... 223 
OPIELA, FLORENCE; .CI.leektowaga, NY, 
Home ECI Ed., Women's Caucus, Commut-
er Council, Home conomics Club, Out-
ing Club .. ; •......•.•• . • 160 
ORGANEK, CAROL ROBIN; Kenmore, 
NY, Art Ed., Phi Theta Kappa, Tau Lambda 
chapter •.... ; ......•... 176 
OR ISS, JUDITH, M.; Buffalo, NY, Art EU: 
• ••• j ••• •••• ••••••• :176 
ORRELL, LLOYD D.; West Seneca, NY, 
IA Ed., Fencing Club . . ........ 160 
ORSlULAK, LINDA; Cheektowaga, NY, 
EI. Ed. . ...... . ... . ... . • 223 
dSTROM, GAil D.; Lockport, NY, EI. Ed. 
& Secondary Ed.-Social Studies .... 224 
OWENS, GWENDOLYN; Buffalo, NY, Sec-
ondary Ed .-English . . ........ 192 
PAlIONIS, MARIAM; West Sayville, NY, 
CJ ..... ... . . ....• . ... 192 
PALMER, ANN R.; Niagara Falls, NY, Home 
fc. . . ... . . . ........... 160 
PANKO, SANDRA ALEXIS; Oneonta, NY, 
Interior & Environmental Design, Kappa 
Delta Pi . . .. . .. .... . .... 176 
PAONESSA, CAROLE; Sanborn, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-CO .. .. . ............ 224 
PARClEWSKI, TERESA; Lackawanna, NY, 
Art Ed: . . : . • ; . . ...•..... 176 
PA.RISI,_ ESTHER; Buffalo, NY, Physics, 
Elms-Organizat ions editor - Assistant 
Editor, Gymnastics Club .. . . .. . . 205 
PARKER, BETTY; Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed.-MR 
· ..... . . ... ..•.. . ... 224 
PARKER, THOMAS; Lockport, NY, lA, 
Kappa Delta Pi, American Industrial Arts 
Student Association, New York State In-
dustrial Arts Association, Industrial Arts 
Student Organization of SUCD .. . . 160 
PATTERSON, ASIA; Buffalo, NY, Sociology 
· ......... . ...... . •. 192 
PATTERSON, BERNARD c.; Buffalo, NY, 
lA, Camp Board . ..• . •.... . . 160 
PATIERSON, MAR ITA; Niagara falls, NY, 
EI. Ed. . .......•.... . ... 224 
PAYNE, SAMUEL; Pleasant Valley, NY, 
Comm. Media, New York State Vets News-
letter-Editor, Intramural bowling & bas-
ketball, WSCB, IRe .•......•. 176 
PECK, LAURIE M.; Hicksville, NY, CBS, 
Kappa Delta Pi . . . . . . • • . . . . .160 
PECK, ROBIN; Northport, NY, Sociology 
· . .....•...• . .. . •..• 192 
PEDANO, MICHELLE; Cheektowaga, NY, 
Ex. Ed.-CD, & PsycholQgy, Kappa Delta 
Pi-President, CEC, National Student 
Speech & Hearing Association, Who's 
Who in American Colleges and Univer-
sities ..•....•. • ........ 224 
PEIPINS, LUCY; Varysburg, NY, Anthro-
pology . . • .....••....... 192 
PELKEY, lYNNE; Au Sable Forks, NY, Diet-
etics .... : .... . ... . ... . 161 
PENDERS, JUDY; West Seneca, NY, HOfeR 
- Social Work • . ..... . ••.. . 161 
PEPE, EVELYN; Buffalo, NY, PSYChology, 
Who's Who in American Colleges and Uni-
versities . . . . . . • . • . . ! . • • • • • 
PEREYMA, IHOR; Buffalo, NY, IA Ed., Ihp-
pa Delta Pi .. . ... . ....• ; . :161 
PERKINS; DEBORAH; Buffalo, NY, Biology 
· , .......... , , ...... 205 
PE~!MAN, VICKI; lynbrook, NY, Ait Ed., 
AHB=Treasurer . .....• . .... 176 
PERRONE, LUCY ANN; Buffalo, ~y; De-
sign, Shakin' Street Gazette, WSCB . ~176 
243 
PERRY, ANDREW; Brooklyn, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO ••.•....•.•.....•• 224 
PERRYMAN, MARK P.; Kenmore, NY, q, 
Intramurals .••.....•..... 193 
PETERSON, FAY JACQUELINE; Barker, NY, 
h. Ed.-LBO .•......•.. ••• 224 
PETRUSEK, JUDITH M.; BuUalo, NY, EI. Ed. 
• .•......•...•..•... 224 
PETTWAY, LINDA; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed .. 224 
PHILLIP, SUZANNE; Flushing, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO, CEC~Rep-at-large •....... 224 
PHILLIPS, KATHLEEN R.; Wilson, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-MR ...•..•.•..•.•.. 224 
PHILLIPS, MARIAN; Brooklyn, NY, Art Ed. 
· •.•..••....•...•..• 176 
PHILLIPS, STEPHANIE; Brooklyn, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-LBO ••.•..•. ..... .224 
PICARDI, lUCY ANN; Buffalo, NY, Psy-
chology, Record, Strait, Casting Hall, Pub-
lications Board, Who's Who in American 
Colleges and Universities ....... 206 
PICCIANO, MARGARET; Mahopac, NY, 
Art Ed., A Cappella Choir, Muscular Dys-
trophy Dance Marathon-1st & 2nd place 
winner •.•....••.....••. 176 
PIECZNSKI, PATRICIA; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed. 
& Graphics Design, Record, Record Press 
• •••••.••••••••.•••. 225 
PINTO, FERN; Monsey, NY, Ex. Ed.-LBo, 
Kappa Delta Pi, Honor Society, WRA-
Bowling, Ski Club, Dorm Treasurer, CEC 
..•..•........•.. 225 
PINTO, NICHOLAS; Cheektowaga, NY, 
Biology, Sigma Tau Rho, USG Senate, Am-
bulance Corps, Commuter Council .206 
PITZ, MARY; Kenmore, NY, £1. Ed. .225 
PLATT, HERMAN R.; Tonawanda, NY, 
Comm. Media •......•.•.•. 176 
POBER, SUSAN; Whitestone, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO, CEC-LBO Rep. . .••.•...• 225 
POLESHUK, 
Home Ec. Ed. 
BETSY; Oceanside, NY, 
.161 
POLLACK, MELODY; Plainview, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-MR, Kappa Delta Pi •••.•... 225 
POMERANTZ, CHERYL; levittown, NY, 
HDFCR, Intra murals-Volleyball, Dorm 
Rep., Student Welfare Committee ... 161 
POPE, GREGORY A.; lockport, NY, Politi-
cal Science, Academic Honors Intramu-
rals, Tower IV-Floor Rep ........ 193 
PORRECA, PATRICIA; Niagara Falls, NY, 
h. Ed.-CO ••...•. . •. ..... 225 
POITER, DEBORAH A.; Lackawana, NY, 
EI. Ed. . ................ 225 
POITER, WILLIAM; Buffalo, NY, Comm. 
Media, Commuter Council ... •• . 176 
POWERS, MICHAEL; Buffalo, NY, Comm. 
Media, WSCB, Commuter Council •. 176 
PRENAIT, GEORGEANN; Hamburg, NY, 
h. Ed-MR, Kappa Delta Pi •.•.... 225 
244 
PRESS, LORI R.i' Yonkers, NY, h. Ed.-LBD 
.................... 225 
PRINTUP, CYNTHIAj Sanborn, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO .................. 225 
PROVENZO, SAMUEL; Buffalo, NY, Social 
Science .. •.......... .193 
PUROL, STEVEN; Dunkirk, NY, q ... 193 
PUTZ, ERIKA; North Tonawanda, NY, So-
ciology .•..•...•......•. 193 
QUIOER, DANIEL: Buffalo, NY, Political 
Science, Industrial Arts, Student Organiza-
tion, Be a Friend Program .•... . • 193 
RACZYNSKI, DONNA; Peru, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO .•.... •........ 225 
RAOUNS, DEBORAH; 
Home Ec. Ed . •....• 
Lockport, NY, 
.161 
RAINEY, MICHAEL; Economics, Kappa 
Delta Pi, Track and Cross County, Buffalo 
State Crew Team, Economics Club .193 
RAISGlID, MARGARET; Newfield, NY, 
Chemistry, Chern Club • .•.. •.• 206 
RAPP, SUSAN E.; Tonawanda, NY, Ex. Ed, 
Kappa Delta Pi ..•....•.... . 225 
RAPTOPOULOS, CLEOPATRA; see Cou-
ladis ..•••.•..•.•.•... 
RAPTOPOULOS, MARY ANN D.; E Am-
herst, NY, EI Ed-Math .•....... 225 
RASK, PHYlLIS M.; Kenmore, NY, Ex Ed-
PH, Kappa Delta Pi .•...•••... 225 
RAY, GENE; New York, NY, EI. Ed., Var-
sity Crew Team •.....•. . •.. 225 
REIL, PATRICIA; Getzville, NY, Art Ed. 
• ....•..•.•.•...•..• 176 
REINSTEIN, JANET; Wantagh, NY, Clinical 
Dietetics ••.•...• . •..... . 161 
REITH, JOHN; Albany, NY, Sociology, 
Rugby Inl,ramurals .••.••...•. 193 
REITZ, LINDA; W Amherst, NY, Clinical 
Diabetics . . • • . ....•. . 161 
RENDA, JAMES V.; N Tonawanda, NY, 
American Studies •........ .• 193 
REVELAS, WilliAM T.; Depew, NY, Eco-
nomics, Omicron Delta Epsilon President 
· •....•...••.•.•..•. 193 
REX, KIMBERLY; Westbury, NY, Art Ed. 
• ••••••••••••• . • .•• • 177 
REYNOLDS, ARTHUR P.; Kenmore, NY, 
ISM, Alpha Delta Mu, Asst'n of Computer 
Programmers ........ . .... 161 
RICHARDSON, AL; BuUalo, NY, CJ, Bas-
kelball ................. 193 
RICHARDSON, CALVIN; N Tonawanda, 
NY, Geoscience, Geoscience Club .. 206 
RICHERT, TOM; Buffalo, NY, CBS, Judo, 
SkiClub,AMA •.. . •.....• . • 161 
RICHMOND, DAVID G.; Monsey, NY, 
Pol. Science ...... .••..... 194 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA; Lockport, NY, 
h. Ed-MR ........ .226 
RICHTER, FRANCES K.; Massepequa, NY, 
Ex. Ed-MR, CEC, BLOC Program, Dorm 
Council Treasurer ... . ....... 226 
RING, ANNE-MARIE, Warwick, NY, Eco-
nomics, Omicron Delta Epsilon .... 194 
RING HAUSER, JOHN; Oceanside, NY, EI. 
Ed., Badminton Club, VP Dorm Council, 
CEC, Newman Center .•....... 226 
RIOPEllE, ANDREE RENEE; Elmira, NY, 
Oesign, State Spartans, Pi Omega Nu, Tau 
Bela Sigma, Elms Art Editor/Assistant Ed-
itor, Wind Ensemble, Chamber Singers, 
Marching Band, College Players, Art Club, 
Music Board President/Treasurer, Election 
Committee Chairman, Record Press, Folk 
Arts Festival Committee, Who's Who in 
American College and Universities .. 177 
RIORDAN, fREDERICKj Watertown, NY, 
ET, Sociely of Manufacturing Engineers 
VP ••••••••.••••.•••.• 161 
RISIUS, BARBARA; N. Tonawanda, NY, 
food Service Administration, Kappa Delta 
Pi .••.......•..••.. .161 
RIVARD, MARK W.; Buffalo, NY, IA .161 
ROBBINS, RICHARD; Plainview, NY, CJ 
.•.................. 194 
ROBINSON, ANITA; Huntington, NY, So-
ciology . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . .194 
RODRIGUEZ, NANCY; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed., 
AEL-secretary ••....•..• 
ROGALSKI, SHARON; W. Seneca, NY, 
Psychology ....•.... 206 
ROGERS, ELIZABETH; Kenmore, NY, Art, 
Siena Program, Visual Arts Board, Burch-
field Center Volunteer .......• 177 
ROLAND, LAWRENCE G.; Tonawanda, 
NY, FSA ....... •....•. .. 162 
ROMANOWSKI, DAVID A.; Blasdell, NY, 
Geoscience, Intramural Co-Ed football, 
Geoscience Dept. Student Rep., Leevz, 
Publications Board, Geoscience Club, 
Strait, Planetarium Operator ...... 206 
RONEKER, CANDACE; Buflalo, NY, EI. 
Ed. • . .. •....•.... .•. •. 226 
ROSEN, MINDY; franklin Sq., NY, EI. Ed.-
Social Studies ....•...•.... 226 
ROSENBERG, MIRIAM; Plainview, NY, EI. 
Ed., Hotline, Dental Clinic ....... 226 
ROSENfELD, SUE; Bayside, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO, Kappa Della Pi, CEC Treasurer .. 226 
ROSENTHAL, JANE; New Rochelle, NY, 
EI. Ed. . ..•......•...•.. 226 
ROSS, BETSY; Perrysburg, NY, Home Ec. 
Ed., AHEA .••. . . 162 
ROSS, 
Studies 
SHIRLEY; BuUalo, NY, Urban 
.194 
ROSS, WENDY; Bellmore, NY, EI. Ed. .226 
ROSSO, SUSAN; Tonawanda, NY, Art Ed., 
Student Orientation Aide, SAS, Who's 
Who in American Colleges and Univer-
sities . . . .. 177 
RUBECK, LINDA; Buffalo, NY, HDFCR 
... 162 
RUBENSTEIN, LINDA; Kenmore, NY, Art 
... ..... .. ...... .. .. 177 
RUBENSTEIN, SUSAN; Far Rockaway, NY, 
EI. Ed., RA ...... . . . ...... 226 
RUBIN, LAWRENCE; Forest Hills, NY, Elec-
tronic, Elms, IEEE, IRC, WSCB . .... 162 
RUMBLE, JUDITH; Kenmore, NY, Design 
..... . ...•• . •• . ••.• . 177 
RUSSEL, SUSAN; DeWitt, NY, Design, Cast-
ing Hall, RA ........... ... 177 
RUTECKI, ANN T.; Snyder, NY, Ex. Ed .. 226 
RYAN, CATHERINE A.; Bayside, NY, Ex . 
Ed .-MR ..... .. ......... 226 
RYAN, THOMAS M.; Glens Falls, NY , IT, 
Rugby ....... . ......... 162 
RYCZKO, JANICE; Dunkirk, NY, Ex. Ed.-
MR . .. •.............• 226 
SACHS, LINDA; Valley Stream, NY, HDfCR 
-SocialWork ...... • ....•. 162 
SA ELI, JUDY; Williamsville, NY, EI. Ed. .226 
SAGLIMBENI, KAREN; Geneva, NY, So-
ciology ... ....•. . .... . •. 194 
SALA, CAROL; E. Northport, NY, Ex. Ed.-
MR ............... 227 
SANTOLA, FRANCES; Syracuse, NY, Ex. 
Ed., CEC ................ 227 
SARESKY, EDWARD; 
Comm. Media, WSCB . 
Rochester, NY, 
.177 
SAUNDERS, MICHAEL; Buffalo, NY, 
Chemistry, Zeta Phi Omega ..• ... 206 
SAUNDERS, ROXANNE; BuUalo, NY, Biol-
ogy .....•... ... . .. .206 
SAVAGE, JOHN; Buffalo, NY, Art .. . 177 
SAYERS, PATRICIA; Rochester, NY, CJ, 
Inlramurals, Newman Cenler .. ... 194 
SCHAFFERT, ARLENE ANN; Lockporl, NY, 
Ex. Ed.-LBD, CEC •.......... . 227 
SCHAUF, FREDERICK; Boston, NY, Geo-
science ... 206 
SCHAUS, MARY; Buffalo, NY, Biology 
· •••••••. .. •••••.••• 206 
SCHEFflER, ROBIN; Hamburg, NY, EI. Ed. 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .n7 
SCHEIK, SUZANNE; Kendall, NY, Art Ed. 
• •.••.•••••••.•..••• 177 
SCHENK, DAVID; Tonawanda, NY, lA, 
Ed., Commuter Council, Floor Hockey, 
Softball ...•.......•. .. . 162 
SCHILLACI, CAROL ANN; Eggertsville, 
NY, English, Phi Upsilon Omicron ... 194 
SCHLUM, JOHN, Amherst, NY, lA, Kappa 
Delta Pi, IA Student Organization, Ameri-
can IA Assoc. . .......... . . 162 
SCHMID, DAVID I.; Cheektowaga, NY, 
ET, SME, IEEE .... . .....•... 162 
SCHMIDT, LINDA; W. Seneca, NY, EI. Ed.-
Music, Chamber Singers Business Manager 
..... ...... •........ 227 
SCHOEPP, KARL P.; Lindenhurst, NY, CJ 
· .... .. . . .•..... . ... 194 
SCHONMAN, GARY P.; Yonkers, NY, 
Comm. Media, WSCB, Dorm Council, 
Food Advisory Committee •... .. . 117 
SCHREIBER, ROBIN G.; Amherst, NY, EI. 
Ed ., Kappa Delta Pi, Tennis Team ... 227 
SCHULMAN, CAR EN; Oceanside, NY, EI. 
Ed., CEC, Dorm Council Sec., Food Service 
Committee . . 0 ••• 0 •• •• • 0 .227 
SCHULTZ, DAVID; Spring Valley, NY, So-
cial Science . 0 ••• 0 ••••• 0 •• 194 
SCHULTZ, WILLIAM; Utica, NY, Psychol-
ogy, Psychology Club . 0 ••••••• 207 
SCHULZ, BARBARA; W Seneca, NY, Math, 
SEEK Tutor Lab 0 •• 0 • • 0 0 ••• •• 194 
SCHULZ, MARJORY; Elma, NY, CJ, Record 
· ...... . ......... .. . 194 
SCHUSTER, JOE; Buffalo, NY, HDFCR .162 
SCHWARTZ, ANDEE; DeWitl, NY, EI. Ed. 
o ••••• 0 0 •• • •• 0 • 0 ••• • 227 
SCHWEITZER, MICHElLE; Brooklyn, NY, 
EI. Ed.-Engl;sh ......•...... 227 
SCHWEITZER, PUAL E.; Buffalo, NY, Psy-
chology ............... . 207 
SCHWENDER, WILLIAM 0.; Cheektowa-
ga, NY, Math, Dorm Council ..... 194 
SCIORTINO, CONNIE; Herkimer, NY, Ex 
Ed.-MR, CEC, Floor Rep. in Dorm Council 
· • . .... . ....•.. . .... 227 
scon, KAREN; Northport, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO . . . ..•............ 227 
SCOTT, PAUL R.; Buffalo, NY, lA, Epsilon 
Pi Tau, IIAE, Basketball Intramurals, At-
tica Defense Legal Committee, Big Bro-
thers, Veterans Club, Tulor Club ... 163 
SEDLACK, THERESA; Syracuse, NY, Graph-
ic Design, Ski Club . ....• . . . .. 177 
SEEGER, SHARON; Schenectady, NY, EI. 
Ed., Kappa Delta Pi, College Senate, Senate 
Public Service Activities Committee .. 227 
SEIDEL, CATHY; Flushing, NY, Ex. Ed.-CD, 
Honor Society . . . . . . . . . . . . .227 
SHANNON, PAULi Tonawanda, NY, Sec. 
Ed.-Math, Kappa Delta Pi, Elms ... . 194 
SHANNON, TERRY; Rochester, NY, CI, 
Residence Life Staff • ....•...• 194 
SHAPIRO, JODIE; Bronx, NY, Ex. Ed.-PH, 
Leen, Wind Ensemble, Flute Quarlet, 
Human Growth and Learning Community, 
SAS ...•.... . ... . ... 227 
SHAREEF, AKMAL; N. Tonawanda, NY, 
Comm. Media, WSCB Jockey, Rep. Model 
City Veterans Prog. • .......•. 177 
SHAWCROSS, JOAN; Camillus, NY, CBS, 
NYPIRG ................ 163 
SHEELEY, LINDA S.; Kingston, NY, Psychol-
ogy .......... . ....... 207 
SHEPHERD, THOMAS; Kenmore, NY, CJ, 
Intramurals . ....... .....• 194 
SHOICK, STEVEN; Spring Valley, NY, CJ 
........ . ......... .. 1% 
SHRYBMAN, ALFRED S.; Buffalo, NY, So-
ciology ......... . . .... .. 196 
SHUMAN, JAMES; Hewlett, NY, Econom-
ics, Intramural Basketball and Softball, 
Suicide Prevention Counselor ... . . 196 
SHURYN, DONALD; E. Rochester, NY, Ex. 
Ed . . . . . . ..... 227 
SHUSSEn, EVAN; Jackson Heights, NY, 
HDFCR ..... . ... . .. .163 
SICK, REBECCA; Buffalo, NY, Sec. Ed.-
Math . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .196 
SIEGEL, MARCIA; Monsey, NY, Ex. Ed .-
MR .... .. ........ .... 227 
SIENER, CYNTHIA; Orchard Park, NY, Ex . 
Ed.-MR, Alpha Sigma Pi ...... .228 
SILlG, MARCIA; Depew, NY, Math . . 196 
SILVERSTEIN, LAUREL; Oceanside, NY, 
Dietetics .. ........ . 0 •• •• 163 
SIMON, WENDY; Hicksville, NY, Art Ed., 
Ski Club, A Capella Choir .... .. . 177 
SINERT, MERRill; Patchogue, NY, Design 
•.• .. .. ..... 177 
SKLAR, SUSAN; Rochester, NY, EI. Ed. 
. ........ .. ..... .. . . 228 
SKOROS, ARLENE J.; Niagara Falls, NY, 
History .... ..... . ....... 196 
SKRODZKI, EDMUND; Syracuse, NY, CJ, 
Soccer, Wrestling .. .. ....... 196 
SLATTERY, DANiEl I., III; Buffalo, NY, CJ 
.• .......... . ....... 1% 
SLATTERY, JAMES; 
Comm. Media ... . 
Tonawanda, NY, 
.178 
SLOWIK, DIANE M.; Camillus, NY, Ex. 
Ed.-MR, Kappa Delta Pi ........ 228 
SMIEDALA, BILL; N. Tonawanda, NY, EI. 
Ed. . . . ......... . ... . .. 228 
SMITH, ANNE MARIE; Hamburg, NY, So-
ciology/ Zonta Club, usc ..... .. 196 
SMITH, DINA; Albany, NY, Ex. Ed.-CD, 
Paddle ball Intra murals, WSCB Radio Dra-
ma Club . ..... 0 • • • • • •• .228 
SMITH, MICHAEL D.; Vestal, NY, IA . . 163 
SMYTH, ALETHEA; Bronx, NY, Ex. Ed.-CO, 
VP Speech & Hearing Assoc., Rep. to 
Faculty-Student Advisory Committee, Sec. 
to Speech & Hearing Assoc ., Newman 
Center Religious Instructor & Tutor, Am-
bulance Corps . . .. . . . . ... 228 
SNYDER, DOUGLAS; E. Amherst, NY, 
Chemistry ... ... ... . ...• . 207 
SOHN, SHERRY JEAN; Floral Park, NY, EI. 
Ed .•............. .. ... 228 
SOMERVILLE, THOMAS; Tonawanda, NY, 
CJ, Commuter Council ... .. ... 196 
SORENSON, MICHAEL B.; Williamsville, 
NY, Mass Comm., Record Sportswriter, 
Newsperson WSCB, Sigma Delta Chi, 
SPJ .•. . . . ............. 178 
245 
SOWERS, KEVIN; Depew, NY, Biology 
.•.•..............•. 207 
SPANER, DEBRA; Albany, NY, EI. Ed., Kap-
pa Delta Pi • . . . • . .. . . •.• .228 
SPANER, RONI; Albany, NY, EI. Ed., Kappa 
Delta Pi .•........•...• .228 
SPARRY, BRIAN; Staten Island, NY, CJ, In-
tramural Football and Volleyball, Hous-
ing Assistant, Learning Center-Football 
Ref Training ...•......•.•• 196 
SPINA, RICHIE; W. Islip, NY, Pre Med, 
Undergrad Philosophical Journal ... 207 
SPITZER, SUSANNE; Buffalo, NY, Sec. Ed.-
Spanish .•..•...•...•.•. 196 
SPOSATO, JILL; N. Tonawanda, NY, EI. Ed., 
Honor Society . . .......•... 228 
SPUtLER, GARY; Niagara Falls, NY, Eco-
nomics .•...•••.•.•.•.•. 196 
SPYCHAlA, LYNN; Lackawana, NY, EI. Ed., 
Pi Omega Nu ..•...••..•.. 228 
STANEK, SUZANNE; Cheektowaga, NY, 
English •.•.•.•.••..•..•• 197 
STAWITZKY, JANE E.; N. Tonawanda, NY, 
Graphic Design .•..•.•.. .178 
STEIN, ALAN; Buffalo, NY, IT, TSA •.. 163 
STEIN, ROBERT; Tonawanda, NY, Food 
Management .•.••....•.•. 163 
STEINHART, LORI; Tonawanda, NY, EI. 
Ed., Kappa Della Pi . • . . . .228 
STEINWACHS, DIANE, W. Seneca, NY, 
Sec. Ed.-Math ..•....... 197 
STEPHAN, 
HOFCR 
lOAN; lackawanna, NY, 
.163 
STERN, ANDREA; Yonkers, NY, Ex. Ed.-
PH, Kappa Delta Pi, CEC .....••. 228 
STEVENS, DAVID D.; Buffalo, NY, Art Ed., 
Assoc. Degree from Art Institute of Pitts-
bu.gh •••.••....••..••. 178 
STEWART, THOMAS c.; Syracuse, NY, C), 
Spartans . •...••.•••...•• 197 
ST. lOUIS, SANDRA; Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed.-
MR, Kappa Delta Pi, WSCB ..•... 228 
STOCZYNSKI, ROBERT W.; Buffalo, NY, 
HDFCR, Camp Board, Basketball ... 163 
STOKES, SANDRA J.; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed., 
.••....•..•.••.••..• 228 
STONE, MARY L; Pori Jervis, NY, Art, 
Visual Arts Board, Veterans Club ... 178 
STONEBRIDGE, MARY T.; Melville, NY, 
Biology, Collegiate Volleyball, Biology 
Club ...•.......•..•.•• 207 
STORZ, THOMAS; Lindenhurst, NY, CJ, 
IRC Rep., IRC VP, Intramurals, Food Ad-
visory & Meal Plan Appeals Board .•. 197 
SULLIVAN, DANIEL '.; Fredonia, NY, IA 
Ed., Kappa Delta Pi, American IA Student 
Assoc., NY State IA Student Assoc .... 163 
SUNDAY, MARIAN; Staten Island, NY, 
Ex. Ed.-MR, WRA Bowling League, Floor 
246 
Rep. Dorm Council, "Ondine", "Fumed 
Oak" . .............••.. 229 
SUNSHINE, JEFF; Wantagh, NY, Ex. Ed.-
LBO, Kappa Delta Pi, CEC-VP ... . . 229 
SWEENEY, MARY LEE; Yonkers, NY, MR, 
Newman Center Sec. . ... • . ..• 229 
SWYERS, LORRAINE; Camillus, NY, De-
sign, Ski Club, Student Design Organiza-
tion VP .....••.......... 178 
SZAROWICZ, DEBRA A.; Lackawanna, NY, 
EI. Ed. . ..••.•.••.•..• 229 
SZCZESNY, DAVID; Whitesboro, NY, ET, 
SME, TSA ......•........ 163 
SZUCS, DEBORAH; Holland, NY, Ex. Ed. 
• .............•.•..• 229 
SZYMANSKI, GREGORY; Kenmore, NY, 
Sec. Ed • .:Social Studies, Golf . . . . .. 197 
SZYMANSKI, ROBERT D.; W. Seneca, NY, 
Ex. Ed.-MR .••.••...•••... 229 
SZYSZKA, MARY A.; Buffalo, NY, Dietetics 
• •......•.•.. , ..••.. 163 
TABAK, SVSAN; Larchmont, NY, Ex. Ed. 
• •....•••.....•....• 229 
TABAKIN, BONNIE; Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed. 
· •.........•........ 229 
TANDEKWIRE, NASSAN M.; Mbarara-
Klan Uganda, Economics, International 
Affairs Board-Vice President, Interna-
tional Dorm-RA, library Commiltee-
Senator .•.•...•....... .197 
TASMAN, DEBRA; Williamsville, NY, EI. 
Ed., Hillel •........•• .229 
TEIRLYNCK, KIM; Rochester, NY, CBS 
• ..•.....••...• . •.•• 163 
TEITELBAUM, CARA LEE; S. Fallsburg, NY, 
EI. Ed. . ..•.•.••....•.•. 229 
TELLEFSEN, KAREN; Pearl River, NY, Ur-
ban Studies, Sociology .•.•..... 197 
THEAL, SHEILA; West Seneca, NY, Ex. Ed. 
· ..•..•.....•.•.•.•. 229 
THEARLE, GEORGE; Amherst, NY, Art 
Ed. . . . . . . . . . • .178 
THOMPSON, JOHN; Glen Head, NY, 
Chemistry .••..•..••.•.. .207 
THOMPSON, NANCY; Hunt, NY, Home 
Ec., Phi Upsilon Omicron ....... 163 
THOMPSON, WILLIAM H.; Buffalo, NY, 
Who's Whq in American Colleges and 
Universities ........•..••.•. 
THURSTON, WENDY; lockport, NY, Art 
................... ~~ 
TIBERIO, DOMINIC; Batavia, NY, Comm. 
Media, Record. . . . ....... 178 
TIMBLIN, GAil; N. Tonawanda, NY, EI. 
Ed.; S ..... S .•.•..•.......•• 229 
TOLEMAN, REBECCA L; Portsmouth, 
O~~o, Ex. Ed.-MR ..••.• 230 
TOM~SZEWSKt, CHARLES; Buffalo, NY, 
CJ, Karate Club •....•..•.•. 197 
TONDROWSKI, CAROL; N. Tonawanda, 
NY, Math, Seek Tutor .... . ..•. 197 
TONDROWSKI, VERONICA; N. Tonawan-
da, NY, Ex. EdABD ........•. 230 
TOTURA, ,AMESi Searingtown, NY, ET, 
IEEE, Swimming Team ..• . ..•.. 163 
TRAIN, MAXINE; Buffalo, NY, Art Ed. .178 
TRAVERS, KATHLEEN M.; Mincola, NY, 
Mt Ed. . ....•........... 178 
TURNER, GREGORY S.; S. Tonawanda, NY, 
El, TSA,SME, Volleyball . ....... 163 
TURNER, PATRICIA; Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed.-
MR .••.....•...•....• 230 
TWISDALE, MARTHA; Tonawanda, NY, 
Psychology ..•.......... .207 
UPTON, CATHERINE; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed. 
· .•..•....•.....•. . • 230 
URBI\N, AUDREY; N. Tonawanda, NY, EI. 
Ed .••...•........•.... 230 
URBAN, LEON J.; Lockport, NY, IT, Prog-
ram Director, Chief Engineer and Opera-
tions Manager WSCB ..•...... 163 
VACCARO, ANTHONY R.; Bullalo, NY, 
Economics, Camp Board, Judicial Coun-
cil, Student Aide Orientation ..... 197 
VACK£R, MARLA; Brooklyn, NY, Art 
Ed ...................• 178 
VALDES, LUCIANO: Buffalo, NY, IA Ed. 
· ...••......•• . .•.•. 164 
VALENT, JOSEPH; W. Seneca, NY, C), Vet-
eran's Assoc. Treasurer •..••..• 197 
VANDERVOORT, ~ARY E.; Crand Island, 
NY, Art Ed. • • . . • • . • • . • . . . .178 
VANINI, TERESA K.; Hamburg, NY, EI. Ed., 
USG, Contemporary Choir .230 
VAUGHAN, LAURA; Massepequa, NY, 
A.t Ed. . ..•. . .•...••.... 179 
VENDETIA, DENNIS; Batavia, NY, IA .164 
VENTRY, CEJESTlNA; Niagara Falls, NY, 
E/.Ed. • •.•.....•.•.•... 230 
VENTURQlI, ANTHONY J.; Buffalo, NY, 
Speech, Program Director WSCB, Disc 
lockey WSCB ..........•.. 179 
VERMUELEN, KATHERINE; New York, NY, 
Ex: E4., Student Media Board, Judicial 
C2!mncil, Leevz Staff and Business Man 230 
VILABOY, MADELINE; Amherst, NY, EI. 
Ed. . . . . . . . . . • . . . .230 
VOELKlE, MARY ALICE; Buffalo, NY, 
Graphics, Chamber Singers ..•... 179 
VOIGT, JANETi N. Bellmore, NY, Clinical 
Dietetics, National Honor Society ... 164 
VOIGT, MARY; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed. • .230 
VOIGT, SHARONj Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed. 
· .......•..••....... 230 
VON DnA THEN, BARBARA; Massepequa, 
NY, Sociology .•.... . ...•.. 197 
VOSS, CLAUDIA B.; Blasdell, NY, EI. Ed., 
Gymnastics, WRA Board Member ... 230 
WADE, MICHAEL; Kenmore, r'-lY, Eleclrical 
Engineering, IEEE .. . . . ... •.• 164 
WAGNER, DEBORAH; Williamsville, NY, 
Secondary Ed.-Math, ~EEK tutor lab .197 
WAHL, SHERRY; Tonawanda, NY, EI. 
Ed. . ...•. . .. . ... . .. . .. 230 
WAHL, SUSANNE M.; Kenmore, NY, EI. 
Ed. . .. . .......... . ...• 230 
WAKSHUll, MICHAEL; Buffalo, NY, Sec· 
ondary Ed.-Math, Record, Crew Team, 
Assoc. for Computer programmers .. 197 
WALCK, JEANINE; Buffalo, NY, Ex. Ed. 230 
WALKER, VALERIE; N. Massapequa, NY, 
Design . • . •.. . .......... 179 
WALKLlNG, GARY; Cheektowaga, NY, 
Art, Vets Club, Visual Arts Board . ... 179 
WALLS, JIMMY L.; Buffalo, NY, CJ, BLFB, 
Basketball, Black Christmas Chairperson, 
WSCB ••• • . ••• • ••••.••• 197 
WALPER, GEORGE, JR.; Buffalo, NY, CBS, 
Omicron Delta Epsilon, Kappa Delta Pi, 
Swimming Team, Water Polo Team .. 164 
WALSH, MARY F.; Kenmore, NY, Sales 
and Market ing . . . .......... 164 
WALSH, SARA JANE; Eden, NY, Food Ser· 
vice Management ......•. . .. 164 
WALSH, SUSAN; Utica, NY, Ex. Ed.·MR, 
Kappa Della Pi, Dorm Secretary •. . . 230 
WALTER, NOEL; Hamburg, NY, lA, Rugby, 
Ski Club ...•. . .•... . •... 164 
WANDLING, JAMES; Seaford, NY, CJ, 
Tennis Team, Ski Club, Paddleball, Inter· 
mural Basketball ....•. ••...• 198 
WARD, EDITH; Buffalo, NY, Home Ec. 
Ed., Phi Upsilon Omicron Pres., AHEA .164 
WARD, KAREN; Buffalo, NY, EI. Ed., Chi 
Delta Theta .•...•••...... 231 
WARDLE, ERIC L., JR.; N. Tonawanda, NY, 
CJ, State Spartans, Ambulance Corps Pres., 
TowerIlPres.,IRC .. .. . . .• , .• 198 
WARE, MICHAEl; Buffalo, NY, Secondary 
Ed.-Social Studies •...•..... 198 
WARREN, ANTHONY T.; Bloomingburg, 
NY, Sociology ......• . .... .198 
WASIECZKO, KAREN; Buffalo, NY, Sec· 
ondary Ed.-Spanish • .• ... .... 198 
WATKINS, ELIZABETH; Buffalo, NY, EI. 
Ed ....•...•.• . ........ 231 
WATTS, DEBORAH; Buffalo, NY, Textile 
Design, Wider Horizons tutor . . .•. 179 
WATTS, KAREN; Centereach, NY, Biology, 
Hockey Team, Intramural Gymnastics 
.•........•••..• . ... 207 
WEAVER, ANGElA c.; Brooklyn, NY, Art 
Ed., All College Gospel Choir, Voices in 
Black Contributing Ed ..• . ...... 179 
WEAVER, MARC; Kenmore, NY, IT, Soc. of 
Manufacturing Engineers •.•...• 164 
WEGRZYN, KARIN; Clarence, NY, Design 
. • . •.•••• .. .••..•••. 179 
WEINBERGER, MAR<;ARET; Un iondale, 
NY, Art Ed .... , .....•.. . .. 179 
\V~ISS, CHRISTINE; East Islip, NY, De-
sign .................. 179 
WEISS, LYNNE; Westbury, NY, Ex: Ed.· 
LBO • . .. . •...... . ..... 231 
WELLMAN, TERRY P.; Amsterdam, NY, 
Art Ed., International Dance Ensemble, 
Casting Hall Board, RA .. 179 
WELTMAN, JOY; Troy, NY, EI. Ed . . .. 231 
WERTMAN, PATRICIA; Medina, NY, Art 
.... • . . . . . . . . •.. . • . 179 
WETTER, RUSSELL; Tonawanda, NY, Elec· 
trical Engineering Tech., IEEE, Baseball 
. . .• . ............... 164 
WETTERlIN, PETER; Canastota, NY, NFS 
.....•............ 165 
WHITE, ROBERT; Buffalo, NY,IT, Technol-
ogy Student Assembly Treas., IEEE, Soc. of 
Man. Engineers, American Market ing 
Assoc. . ........•..•.•.. 165 
WHITING, SUSAN; West Seneca, NY, EI. 
Ed., Kappa Della Pi ......•..•. 231 
WICKER, KEITH; Amherst, NY, Com. 
Media, Record Sports Ed. . .••... 179 
WIECZOREK, TOM G.; Cheektowaga, NY, 
IA ••.•••. . .••••••••.• 165 
WIEGAND, SUSA,N C.; Glenshaw, Pa., Ex. 
Ed.-MR, CEC ...•••.••..... 231 
WIESZCZYK, JUSTINE ANN; Niagara Falls, 
NY,CI ......••.•....•.. 198 
WILHITE, RAYMOND; Buffalo, NY, Eco-
nomics, Omicron Delta Epsilon, Econom-
ics Club . . .. . .•.•....•.. 198 
WILL, DIANE; Buffalo, NY, HDFCR, Kappa 
Delta Pi, Student Welfare Com., Who's 
Who in American Junior Colleges .•. 165 
WILLIAMS, DEBORAH L.; Syracuse, NY, 
Political Science, Lambda Kappa Mu .198 
WILLIAMSON, M. KATHRYN; Fairport, 
NY, Ex. Ed.-MR, Kappa Delta Pi, CEe, Vol-
leyball ..... •• .... . ..•.. 231 
WILLSON, REID; Forestville, NY, IT .. 165 
WILSON, lYMAN; Lockport, NY, Eco-
nomics, Omicron Delta Epsilon, Basket· 
ball, Inlramurals, Economics Assoc. • .198 
WINOISHMAN, DAN; Lindenhurst, NY, 
Com. Media .. • . ...••..... 179 
WINKLER, DEBORAH; Buffalo, NY, Ex. 
Ed.·CD, Gymnastics .. . . . . .... 231 
WINTER, RICHARD; N. Tonawanda, NY, 
EI. Ed. . ....... • . . ...... 231 
WOLCHOK, RHONDA; Buffalo, NY, EI. 
Ed .................. .• 231 
WOlf, JUDITH; Amherst, NY, EI. Ed ., 
Chamber Singers .. . . ••...•• 231 
WOODLEY, DONNA H.; Rochester, NY, 
Distributive Ed., Epsilon Delta Epsilon, 
D.E. Clubs of America Pres., NYS Business 
T~achers, American Vocational Assoc. 231 
WOODS, KEVIN; Hopewell Junct ion, NY, 
CI, Rugby, Rugby Club Vice Pres., Rugby 
Club Social Secretary, Inlramurals ... 198 
WRQBlEWSKl, NOREEN; Cheektowaga, 
NY, History .... .. •. ...... 198 
WULC/ VICTOR; Buffalo, NY, Political 
Science, Football Team Captain, Basket-
ball Team Captain, Soccer Team Captain 
· .. . .• .. ....•.. . .... 199 
WYNN, DENISE; East Islip, NY, Ex. Ed. 
• . .. .• . . . ....... . ... 231 
YACKNOWITZ, TINA; Nanuet, NY, Ex. Ed. 
· ....... . .... . ...... 231 
YACOBUCCI, DONALD; Blasde ll , NY, 
CJ •..... . .•.•........ 199 
YANCEY, RICHARD; Buffalo, NY, Sociol· 
ogy ...... ... .. . ...... 199 
YELENAK, ROBERT,: Ballston lake, NY, IT 
· .•.... . .... . . . . .. .. 165 
YOOK, SANG MOON; Albany, NY, De-
sign, Tae Kwon 00 Club, ELMS •.. . 179 
YOUNG, CAROL; Williamsville, NY, Sec-
ondary Ed.-Math ........ .•. 199 
YOUNG, DEBORAH; Fort Erie, Ont., Can-
ada, HOFCR, Theta Xi Upsilo n ...•. 165 
ZABlOTNY, DAVID J.; Kenmore, NY, 
History,lntramurals .•.•....•. 199 
ZAGARA, FRANK P.; Cheektowaga, NY, 
CJ .....••.. .. ........ 199 
ZAWADZKI, JAMES,: Buffalo, NY, IT .. 165 
ZIEMBA, CHRISTINE M,j Cheektowaga, 
NY, CJ .....•.•. . ....... 199 
ZIMNY, MADELEINE.: Buffalo, NY, Art Ed. 
· .•.......•......... 179 
ZIPP, GUY; Tonawanda, NY, ET . • . • 165 
ZIUKO, WANDA; Kenmore, NY, Second-
ary Ed.-English and Spanish .. . .. 199 
ZOHN, MICHELLE.: Orangeburg, NY, Ex. 
Ed .•.......••..•.•••.• 231 
~~~i~~RV!~Hp~~~~~!:I~h~:~rA~a~J~'s!:r 
Rep. to Faculty Council, Soph. Rep. to Stu-
dent Government Assoc., Inter·Residence 
'1,i111 Council, Dorm Committee, Food 
Service Committee •. . ....••• 179 
ZUCCARO, EMILi Staten Island, NY, Po· 
litical Science, Crew, Miss Buffalo State 
· .. ••• .............• 199 
ZUCKER, SHELLY; Valley Stream, NY, CBS, 
AATT •...•.••......... 165 
ZYCH, MARK; Cheektowaga, NY, Infor-
mation Science Management .•... 165 
ZYGA" FABIAN; Buffalo, NY, CBS .. • 165 
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